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Let our expertise Get you  
to the finish Line

New SerieS
Tax ReTuRn ComplianCe ColleCTion
Get practical information on all aspects of preparing and filing income 
tax returns from the publisher of the market leading Practitioner’s Income 
Tax Act. The Tax Return Compliance Collection of guides takes you 
through personal, corporate and trust returns line by line, saving you 
time and work effort. Valuable commentary combined with useful tax tips 
makes it simpler and easier now to complete individual returns expertly 
and correctly – the first time. 

CompleTe and CompRehensive ReTuRn pRepaRaTion GuidanCe
•	 Line-by-line	format	
•	 Plain	language	reporting	instructions
•	 Expert	perspective	on	every	issue
•	 Fast	answers	and	helpful	hints	
•	 T1	and	T3	guides	available	in	French
•	 All	3	available	on	Taxnet	Pro®

The	T1	and	T3	guides	are	both	available	in	easy-to-use	spiral	binding	 
with finger tabs.

Put our expertise to work for you today and experience 
the Carswell difference. To learn more, visit  
www.carswell.com/taxreturn
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magine a fictional character made up entirely of cardboard: he is a buttoned- 
up, conservatively dressed accountant — dark suit, blue maybe, red and black 

striped tie, sensible shoes. Totally devoid of emotion, he collects hard, dry facts, 
and like the Dickensian character Thomas Gradgrind, believes only facts and 
numbers matter, and anything beyond them is arrant BS. Distorting or stretching 
the facts in any way to make people see 
things differently is anathema to him. 

This unfortunate stereotype leads 
some to believe that the very nature of 
the profession makes it impossible for an 
accountant to write fiction or, in other 
words, construct a pattern of “lies” in 
aid of a higher truth. The truth is that 
accountants are as diverse and as varied 
as any segment of the population. So it is 
not surprising that there are many CAs 
who are fiction writers. Freelance writer 
John Shoesmith went out to speak to 
the most prominent of these and reports 
back in “The write touch” (p. 20).

Shoesmith profiles the likes of CA- 
turned-mystery-writer Anthony Bid- 
ulka and Blanche Howard, who has 
been writing novels since the 1970s.  
Shoesmith reminds us that many business professionals such as Franz Kafka 
and Haruki Murakami became famous novelists.

Every CA has probably heard about the Mayan prophecy that predicts the world 
will end in December 2012. No? Well, if you have not, Mr. Snafu will tell you about 
it, as well as all the other doomsdays of the past that never came to pass. Our famous 
hitherto retired satirist has unretired to slash, skewer and stiff all doomsday pre-
dictors, especially the prognosticators who predict financial Armageddon in 2012 
or thereabouts. We sent out Mr. Snafu to read all the financial doomsday books 
in the world and he reports on his findings in “Doomsday: fact or fiction?” (p. 26). 
You have to read this article — it will scare you worse than the latest horror flick. 

In this issue, in line with the cover story, Jim Carroll discusses the various 
electronic options that exist today for writers and others searching for outlets for 
their creative output (“In my book, creativity counts,” p. 12). Marcel Côté tackles 
the organization of public healthcare. He argues it is inefficient and anachronis-
tic, and it is probably the cause of long wait lists and overcrowding (“The crux of 
the problem,” p. 52). We have regulars on taxation (“Successful sale,” p. 32); fraud 
(“Insuring the profits,” p. 37); assurance (“On your mark, get set, register,” p. 40); 
standards (“Unlocking the value, II,” p. 42); and education (“Contract theory,” p. 44). 

Happy reading.

No, CAs are not all buttoned-up conservatives, and not  

everyone believes the prognosticators of financial Armageddon

Debunking myths

I
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features

20 The write touch 
Many business professionals are drawn to creative pursuits such  
as fiction writing, and that includes a number of CAs. Some do  
it as a hobby, others are full-time writers. How did they get involved 
in a business so different from their training? 

By John shoesmith

 
26 Doomsday: fact or fiction?

Due to unprecedented demand from fans from all corners of the  
globe, Mr. Snafu has come out of retirement to tackle a profound and  
pressing question: is this the end of the world as we know it?  
Our garrulous guru is back armed with answers — and  packing pills

By mr. snafu
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Creativity can be expressed in many ways, 
and for Toronto CA Jaime Ho it’s a piece  
of cake. Ho has turned a baking hobby, 
started as a stress reliever,  into a part-time 
business. At The Wicked Little Cake Co.,  
Ho specializes in unique sculpted goodies, 
anything from kissing-giraffe cakes to  
life-size canine creations 
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Breaking news, tax updates, job postings, archives, more articles: you’ll find them all at   www.CAmagazine.com
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Mailbox

a bonus motivation 
for innovation

In “New ideas about innovation” (Out-
look, December 2011), Marcel Côté raises 
several interesting points regarding the 
challenge of innovation and productivity 
improvement in the Canadian economy. 
His point regarding the portion of the 
economy regulated by treasury boards is 
particularly trenchant. 

Being a civil servant myself, I can at-
test to the ease with which it is possible 
to fall into the pattern of blindly apply-
ing one-size-fits-all policies to differing 
situations without giving much thought 
to how things can be done more efficient-
ly or more effectively. 

Here’s a thought in this regard: giv-
ing bonuses to individuals who propose 
changes that lead to economies or en-
hanced effectiveness based on the dollar 
amount of the gain generated for the or-
ganization. Even a bonus as small as 2.5% 
could have an enormously stimulating 
effect on the creativity of folks working 
in the public and para-public sectors, par-
ticularly given the size of the amounts 
involved. And that would still leave sav-
ings for the taxpayer of 97.5% of the gains 
generated.

Jack Noodelman, CA, MBA
Montreal

CAmagazine welcomes letters  

to the Editor. Please write to us at

277 Wellington Street West,

Toronto, Ontario  M5V 3H2  

e-mail address: letters.editor@cica.ca

Letters may be edited for space and clarity
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Regional expansion in 
two yeaRs.

national expansion in  
five yeaRs.

accounting dept expansion in… 
whAt timE is it now?

the need to fill a position can happen at  
any time. the Mason group can help. with  
our extensive background in the finance  
and accounting field, plus our commitment  
to building longstanding client relationships,  
we’ll help you find the right fit every time.

mississauga 905-804-1100
north york  416-733-9393  
toronto 416-572-5260

masongroup.ca
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hen Jaime Ho was asked to make a cake for a wedding in 2007, 
little did she realize the family celebration would mark another 

marriage of sorts — the successful twinning of her creative talents 
with her commercial acumen. Within a year, the 34-year-old Toronto 
CA had turned her baking hobby into a part-time business by launch-
ing The Wicked Little Cake Co., an operation specializing in unique, sculpted creations. “I started selling them 
to friends and family and friends of friends and it kind of took off,” says Ho.

Initially, she would bake after work for fun and as a stress reliever. Now everything about the pursuit has grown 
more delicious. During the past four years, Ho has made cakes in the image of kissing giraffes, carousel horses, a rep-
lica heart filled with raspberry jam and even a life-size Portuguese Water Dog. And all the while, she has continued to 
work full time as a senior business analyst at Corby Distilleries Ltd. in Toronto. How impressive is her work? At one 
wedding, the bride halted the cake cutting to whip out a camera and take photos of a cherry-blossom-themed fantasy. 

In fact everything about Ho’s work is epic. The cakes, which she and her team of up to four produce three or four 
weekly during peak wedding season, can take up to 40 hours to create and might include seven dozen eggs, 30 or 

40 pounds of butter and a 20-kg bag of flour. Beyond baking ingredients, 
necessary supplies might require a trip to the hardware store and include 
wood, PVC piping and metal to offer structural support. 

Ho relishes the process of making these one-off masterworks — she 
doesn’t like to bake the same cake twice — and now teaches the art at 
a Toronto cooking school. “I love creating. The part I love best is seeing 
something in my head and actually being able to make it into reality. 
That’s what pushes me,” says Ho, whose baking has appeared on The Food 
Network. For this CA it’s become the sweetest gig ever.       Steve Brearton
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In 2008, Toronto CA Jaime Ho opened The Wicked Little 
Cake Co. to sell her intricate and delectable creations

piece of cake
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Tax filing goes
mobile in the US

Seems there’s a smartphone app for  

everything these days. the latest, courtesy  

of tax-prep service h&r Block in the uS,  

is a tax filing app for the iphone and  

android smartphones.  

    uS taxpayers with incomes of less than 

uS$100,000 last year, who do not pay  

mortgage interest and have no dependents, 

can file simple federal and state returns  

with the app. users photograph their W-2 

wage and tax statements and, presto,  

the relevant data is automatically imported  

into the app. Filers with more complex 

returns can also use a mobile app, but  

only on the ipad tablet. 

   the apps are free to download and  

include h&r Block’s guarantee of free  

audit support, free audit representation,  

accurate calculations and the maximum  

tax refund to which the taxpayer is  

entitled.    tamar Satov

2003  obtains CA designation (Ont.)

2004  hired at Corby Distilleries Ltd.

2008  starts The Wicked Little Cake Co.

2011  appears on Food Network  

           Challenge’s Best in Show Cakes 
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eveloping an effective business plan and 
managing time well should be the top 

priorities for entrepreneurs who want to 
grow their business, according to the 2011 
RBC Small Business Survey conducted by 
RBC and Ipsos-Reid. A large percentage of 
the 1,400 entrepreneurs who participated in 
the survey also recommended engaging in 
networking, seeking help/advice, conduct-
ing market research/planning and getting 
financial advice before starting a business. 

The survey also asked small-business 
owners what they thought their greatest 
challenge would be in 2012. Finding clients/
developing markets (60%) topped the list, 
followed by maintaining sufficient cash flow/growth (47%) and 
managing work-life balance.

Despite the challenges and the uncertainty surrounding the 
economy, business owners are still focused on growth, with 66% 
of respondents indicating that they will be investing in their 

company in 2012 and 2013. Investments will take the form 
of new equipment (37%), technology (29%), new products/
services (28%), new employees (11%) and new processes (10%). 

John Tabone is CICA’s manager of member value and research services
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HOW CAN MY FIRM INVEST IN A NEW IT SYSTEM WHEN BUDGETS ARE TIGHT?
Q
 +
 A

HOW TO SUCCEED IN BUSINESS

Findings

Maximizing current information systems and 
designing new ones that optimize major processes 
can improve operational effi ciency. As a company 
begins IT project planning, it must carefully 
prioritize initiatives and the staffi ng resources 
these initiatives will realistically require. Here are
a few tips to make the most of your IT spending:

Don’t rely too much on internal staff. Consider
workloads and skill sets before assigning tasks 
to employees. Stretching them too thin can 
result in errors and missed deadlines, as well 
as lower morale. Bring in reinforcements to 
focus on the project at hand and assist with
ongoing roles as necessary.

Consider the worst-case scenario. The provider 
who submits the lowest bid on an implementation 
might not be considering all variables. Before 
securing a vendor, consult a subject-matter 
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expert so you understand the full scope of the
project, identify potential blind spots and adjust
plans accordingly.

Address the right problem. Make sure the actual 
system is the issue before launching an upgrade or
new implementation. The problem could be staff 
training and usage, which would require different
resources to resolve.

Don’t cut corners. Don’t let cost be the sole factor
in choosing an off-the-shelf solution. Explore potential 
needs and options for customization prior to making 
a decision. Moving too quickly and being overly cost-
conscious may backfi re, as your company could face
higher costs down the line.    

Paul McDonald is senior executive director of executive 

staffi ng service Robert Half Management Resources 

(www.roberthalfmr.com)
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0  Women among the 23,000 members 
of Canadian Rotary clubs in 1987. “If one 
woman was promoted in an organization 
… she had to look to meet women in other 
organizations,” said US businesswoman 
Barbara Stack on women and network-
ing. “You can’t go looking through the 
Yellow Pages.” 

2  Business cards digitized in the millions 
through smartphone app CardMunch. 
Since 2009, the service has converted pho-
tos into duplicate electronic files. 

64   Percentage of Canadian businesses that responded that 
social media is an effective means of promoting their company; 
31% used Twitter, according to an October 2011 survey.

300  Individuals assembling for the first Wednesday Net- 

work gathering at Toronto’s Sutton Place 
Hotel in 1982. The business mixer promis-
es to be “the most socially and financially 
rewarding venture of all.”

1724   Approximate year British artist 
William Hogarth creates a “trade card” for 
goldsmith Ellis Gamble — among the first 
wave of business cards created. 

4,500   Total LinkedIn members by the 
month following the business network-
ing site’s 2003 launch. Today, it boasts 
more than 135 million members.

25,000    Fee in US dollars during the 1980s to purchase  
an American Business Associates franchise. Members of the  
for-profit networking organization pay US$850 annually to at-
tend gatherings.       Steve Brearton
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Going Concern

Making contact Business networking has changed  
dramatically in the past decade. Business cards, Rolodexes and firm  
handshakes are disappearing and making contact has gone virtual# n u M b e r sGame

Réjean Robitaille, FCa
PResident & Ceo
lauRentian bank oF Canada
 
CoMPanY PRoFile: Founded in 1846,  

laurentian bank of Canada (lbC) is the  

third-largest chartered bank in Quebec,  

with 158 branches and 427 automated banking machines.  

its services to individuals and sMes are concentrated  

in Quebec, while in ontario it offers real estate and  

commercial financing. its network of more than 22,000 

financial advisers provides banking products such as  

RRsP loans and GiCs in ontario through its b2b trust  

subsidiary. the bank manages $24 billion in assets, serves 

more than one million clients and employs nearly 3,700 

people. in 2011, it posted net income of $133.3 million. 

Hot FaCtoR: lbC ranked second among Canadian  

financial institutions last year in terms of client satisfaction 

(midsize bank category), according to an annual survey  

by us marketing firm j.d. Power and associates. it was also 

named one of Canada’s 10 Most admired Corporate Cultures 

(Quebec and atlantic Canada region) in 2011 by Canadian 

executive search firm Waterstone Human Capital. 

Cool PRojeCts: lbC is revamping its 38 financial services 

boutiques, which boast a welcoming design and, at some 

locations, play areas for children. in addition, the bank has an 

exclusive contract to operate dozens of abMs in Montreal’s 

subway network and added nine more to suburban train  

terminals last fall. in 2010, lbC opened laurentian bank 

Career station, a recruitment centre and bank branch in the 

berri-uQaM subway station, a major transit hub. 

in His oWn WoRds: “lbC is positioning itself as a bank 

that stands out in terms of growth and profitability. We are  

not afraid to innovate and do things differently. We focus  

on sectors where we can make a name for ourselves, since 

the banking sector is highly competitive. We are committed  

to accessible service and proximity.”     Marie-josée boucher
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There’s wealth in 
working with the Top Private Bank. Year after year.

There’s Wealth in Our Approach.TM

At RBC Wealth Management,® Private Banking, our approach is to put our clients f irst, providing 
comprehensive wealth management services that help their achievements live on for generations to 
come. This commitment has earned us recognition from Euromoney† as #1 in private banking services for 
fi ve years running and has made us one of the top 10 wealth managers in the world.* To learn more, visit
www.rbcwealthmanagement.com/5years.

 *Scorpio Partnership Global Private Banking KPI Benchmark 2011. ® / ™ Trademark(s) of Royal Bank of Canada. Used under licence. 
Above mentioned services are offered through Royal Bank of Canada or its affi liates. RBC Wealth Management is a specialized service of Royal Bank 
of Canada serving affl uent and high-net worth clients offering access to resources for a full suite of investment, trust, private banking and wealth 
management solutions. †For over 37 years Euromoney has provided comprehensive coverage of the world’s fi nancial markets to 140,000 fi nancial 
industry professionals February 8, 2012.
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LAUGH IT UP

Feel free to LOL at work. In a poll for 
Accountemps, 73% of Canadian CFOs 
said a sense of humour is important 
for fi tting into the company’s corporate 
culture. That doesn’t mean telling one-
liners in job interviews, warns Kathryn 
Bolt, the staffi ng service’s Canadian 
president, but “demonstrate an easy-
going and approachable attitude.”

CFOs show little support for audit fi rm rotation
A majority of fi nancial executives at North America’s largest companies do 

not see any benefi t to mandatory audit-fi rm rotation, according to a Deloitte 

survey.

     More than three quarters (77%) of CFOs polled say mandatory rotation 

of their audit fi rms would not enhance auditor independence and objectivity, 

citing particularly strong concerns around internal costs, audit fees and 

loss of managerial discretion. Only about 20% of CFOs support mandatory 

rotation, believing it can work if the rotation period is long enough or that 

it would enhance independence and objectivity (see chart).

     The survey, entitled “CFO signals: what North America’s top fi nance 

executives are thinking — and doing,” was conducted for the fourth quarter 

of 2011 with respondents from the US, Canada and Mexico. More than 

70% of the CFOs were from companies with more than $1 billion in annual 

revenues and more than 75% were from publicly traded companies.

GOOD IN A CRISIS

Compared with business leaders in 
other countries, Canadian CEOs 
believe their companies were less 
affected fi nancially by global turmoil 
in 2011, a PwC study fi nds. Just 38% 
of Canadian CEOs polled said the 
European sovereign debt crisis had an 
impact on their operations last year, 
compared with 56% of CEOs globally. 

NETWORKING NIGHTMARE

If you have a profi le on business net-
working site LinkedIn, you may want 
to review your online settings. Earlier 
this year, a British HR executive 
claimed he was forced out of his job 
after a dispute with his employer 
over his LinkedIn profi le, which 
included his CV and indicated an 
interest in “career opportunities.”

Bits & Bits  x x b u s i n e s s  n e w s  f r o m  x x x ,  x x x x x x x  + 

x x x x x x x x x x x

Red-tape reducers recognized

BC Minister of Finance Kevin Falcon 

is the winner of the inaugural Canadian 

Federation of Independent Business 

Golden Scissors Award, which recognizes 

an individual who successfully cut red 

tape for small business. Falcon was 

chosen for introducing the province’s 

Regulatory Reporting Act and cutting 

red tape for small business by more than 

40%. Honourable mentions were also 

awarded, including to: 

• Jean-Pierre Blackburn, former minister 

of national revenue, for requiring CRA 

call-centre staff to provide an individual-

specifi c ID number at the start of each 

business-line call; and

• Maxime Bernier, former federal minister 

of industry, and Diane Ablonczy, former 

federal minister of state, small business 

and tourism, for the launch of BizPaL, an 

online source of information on business 

permits and licences. 

Bits & Bites  I n s i g h t ,  n e w s  +  r e p o r t s  a t  a  g l a n c e   
By Tamar Sa tov 
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Now, multinational corporations can manage the  
challenge of global tax provision, research, reporting  
and compliance processes with a single, seamlessly 
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In my book, creativity counts

with it. I suppose I wasn’t a difficult student at the time; 
though I rarely attended many classes, I consistently 
scored extremely high marks. Sensing an impasse, I sug- 
gested a compromise: I would not attend the poetry class 
but instead would devote my efforts to writing a novel 
that he could then use to provide me a mark for the term.

The next two months saw me pounding away on a type-
writer each evening. And on the last day of class, I walked 
in and handed him my first book, The Lion’s Den. It was a 
US-Soviet Cold War-style thriller that involved a global 
crisis. There were nuclear explosions, fascinating spies, 
geopolitical maneuvering and, yes, a sex scene. Not a bad 
effort for a 15-year-old kid. I got an A+. I think my teacher 
was shocked that I actually completed the assignment.

Fast forward 37 years, Christmas morning, and I re- 
ceive the most extraordinary gift. My family gave me 
a fully formatted manuscript of The Lion’s Den almost 
ready to go to print. My wife, Christa, prepared it from 
the original typewritten manuscript and my son, Willie, 
designed a fabulous cover, which I posted on Facebook.  
I had a flood of congratulatory responses.

Which brings me to this month’s cover story, “The 
write touch,” p. 20. While I stray outside the norm of what 
a typical CA is “supposed” to be like, so do these other  
CAs who write works of fiction. 

We all have a unique, innovative, creative spirit, wheth- 
er it be writing or acting or another creative outlet. Think 
about that and then ask yourself, could the biggest dan-
ger going forward for this profession be that we might 
limit the role of creativity and innovation within the 
profession?

Certainly we need to keep challenging ourselves to 
do things differently, given that the pace of change in 
so many industries is ramping up. We continue to see 
new business models, the rapid emergence of competi-
tors, the commoditization of products and services, new 

customer challenges and, of course, the juggernaut of 
wireless technology.

And the number of options to do new things contin-
ues to explode. Take The Lion’s Den and the many tools 
available to bring it to market. I can easily put it up on 
iBooks on the Apple Store and make it available as an 
ebook on Amazon, simply by sending the manuscript 
to a technology partner in India who will convert it to 
the proper format. 

I also have the opportunity to create a more interactive 
version of the book using the new Apple iBooks Author 
tool. I can make print copies on a per order basis using vari-
ous print-on-demand services such as Amazon’s Create- 
Space or Lulu. Should the book catch any interest, I can 
do a custom print run of a few thousand copies using a 
variety of regular printers.  

And if I need to have some copies really, really fast, 
I could visit 48HrBooks.com and have a bunch of copies  
on my desk in, well, 48 hours.

The fact of the matter is that we live in an era in which 
opportunities for creative output continue to emerge at  
a furious pace. Maybe you should take the time to explore 
your own options, inspired by the stories you see in this 
issue of the magazine.

Jim Carroll, FCA, is a well-known speaker, author  
and columnist. Reach him at jcarroll@jimcarroll.com  
or log on to his website at www.jimcarroll.com

ack in 1974, when I was in Grade 11, my English 

teacher informed the class we would be focus-

ing on poetry for the next term. I advised him in 

no uncertain terms that I wanted nothing to do 

B

48HrBooks  www.48hrbooks.com

CreateSpace  www.createspace.com 
Lulu  www.lulu.com

iBooks Author  www.apple.com/ibooks- 
author

The Lion’s Den  www.jimcarroll.com/ 
2012/02/the-lions-den

self-publishing tools
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(BI) survey, it would be hard to say that anymore. The 
market is now swimming in tools that will slice and dice 
and interpret your data however you want. The flip side 
is that these tools often overlap and are so powerful that 
they are difficult to use. Does that make BI smarter?  
It’s up to the user to decide. 

This year, we have 17 systems in our survey, which al- 
so covers corporate performance management (CPM) and 
budgeting. All the big trends from 
2011 — cloud computing, BI embed-
ded in ERP systems and unstruc-
tured data search using Google-like 
tools — are still very much alive. 
But we’re also seeing more mobile 
applications, information in real time and a greater focus 
on what to measure than how to measure it.

One form of mobile application sends out alerts to 
mobile devices when there is an exception to what is ex- 
pected, such as a drop in manufacturing quality. But more 
sophisticated mobile applications allow for interactive 
analysis of data on a small screen. Naturally, this is not 
easy with the limited space on many mobile devices.

Organizations no longer want to wait until the next 
day if there is a problem with sales, manufacturing  or any 
other process. They want to have that information imme-
diately and dashboards are the way to get it. Dashboards 
are updated in real time and usually include a number of 
windows. One might show purchase orders that require 
approval and another might show a line graph comparing 
this year’s sales with last year’s figures. They also allow 
you to drill down to detail supporting the numbers. 

Report writers are used to obtain specific information 
— for example, a list of customer sales by region. In the 
past, programmers were needed to create the reports 
because of the need to know the underlying database. 
The reports took a long time to write and there was always 

a backlog. Today the report writers have improved consid-
erably and some don’t need programmers at all. There are 
also tools designed specifically for financial reporting. 

Another popular way to access information is to use 
a query tool that allows you to select data records of any 
kind, such as invoices or purchase orders,  filter  them, sort 
them or export them to Excel. Then there is online ana-
lytical processing (OLAP), which allows for data analysis 
across multiple dimensions by dragging and dropping the 
dimensions. OLAP allows you to analyze data instantly 
by any dimension, such as customer type, region or sales-
person, graph the results and drill down for more detail. 

Picking the right metrics has now become a bigger 
challenge than picking the tool to maintain and report on 

them. I teach a graduate management information course 
that includes metrics. The theory is that metrics should be 
SMART — specific, measurable, actionable, relevant and 
timely. Financial metrics are inherently lagging indica-
tors, which tell you about historical results for sales, gross 
profit, etc. But the most important metrics are leading 
indicators, which foreshadow things that could happen. 
For example, rising error rates in shipping or longer times 
to ship often precede declining sales.

As with all our surveys, we were unable to validate 
the information supplied to us by the vendors. We don’t 
think there will be that many intentional mistakes, partly 
because the vendors will lose credibility if they are caught 
making false claims.

Next month we return to system selection, with a look 
at the various roles in the process.

 Michael Burns, MBA, CA.IT, is president of 180 Systems 
(www.180systems.com), which provides independent  
consulting services, including business-process review,  
system selection and business-case development.  
Contact 416-485-2200; mburns@180systems.com

BI, CPM and budgeting survey 2012
usiness systems used to be criticized for being 

data rich and information poor — for spewing 

out loads of data with no framework or interpreta-

tion. But judging by our new business intelligence

B
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  work in process   

USING TECHNOLOGY TO IMPROVE THE WAY YOU DO BUSINESS 

By Michael Burns

The market is now swimming in tools that will slice 

and dice your data in whatever way you want
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American Institute of CPAs (AICPA) and the Chartered Institute 
of Management Accountants (CIMA) formalized their joint ven-
ture with the launch of a global accounting designation, the 
chartered global management accountant (CGMA). The hallmark 
of the CGMA designation is expertise in applying nonfinancial, 
qualitative information along with financial analysis to under-
stand all aspects of business. According to a study done by the 
two institutes, this will be in increasing demand by international 
businesses that want integrated financial and nonfinancial 
information. In Europe, three Spanish professional accounting 
bodies have signed an agreement to merge into one organization 
known as the Instituto de Auditores de España. The Instituto de 
Censores Jurados de Cuentas de España, the Consejo General de 
Colegios de Economistas de España  and the Consejo Superior de 
Colegios Oficiales de Titulares Mercantiles de España have cre-
ated a special commission to establish the appropriate process 
to guide the merger within two years.

Closer to home, a panel has ruled in Manitoba’s favour on a 
dispute under the Agreement on Internal Trade (AIT) regarding 
labour mobility for CGAs. As of April 15, 2012, CGAs will be able 
to be certified to practise public accounting in Ontario without 
additional training or assessment. The goal of uniting Canada’s 

accounting bodies is consistent with the objectives of AIT because 
unification would establish common rules of professional con-
duct and qualification standards for the Canadian profession that 
would meet or exceed all legislated requirements.

The pace of change is picking up in our unification talks as 
well. When the Unification Framework was issued in January, 
all three accounting bodies in Quebec had already agreed to 
merge under the chartered professional accountant designation 
at the invitation of the Quebec government. In addition, CGA 
Prince Edward Island had become the seventh provincial CGA 
institute to join merger talks with provincial CAs and CMAs. At 
the time of writing, the CGA institutes in Manitoba and Nova 
Scotia had not yet entered discussions, although CGA Nova Scotia 
had declared that informal unification talks were underway. CA 
Alberta announced in February that it had withdrawn from the 
unification discussions; however, both CMA Alberta and CGA 
Alberta have reaffirmed their commitment to the process and 
the goal of unifying the profession.

Currently, most participating accounting bodies across Canada 
are scheduling town hall meetings in the major centres of their 
provinces so members can speak directly with their professions’ 
leaders about the Unification Framework and the strategic impor-
tance of this decision. 

Members can track the national progress of the unification 
talks by visiting the CPA Canada website. The site is continuously 
updated with news and information about all significant unifi-
cation events, including copies of provincial merger proposals 
as they are presented to members by their councils and boards. 

igns of globalization within the accounting profes-

sion continue to mount as Canada’s national and 

provincial accounting bodies explore unification with 

members and other stakeholders. Earlier this year, the 

S
Change continues within the accounting profession

  News from the profession
A summAry of current cIcA projects And InIt IAt Ives

The eveNTs of the global financial crisis have demonstrated 
the importance of quality financial statements and the need for 
the effective involvement of all players in financial reporting.  

Now policymakers in europe, the Us and elsewhere are exam-
ining the workings of the capital markets and the spotlight is 
turning on auditors and audit quality. There is a call for change 
— “the status quo is not an option” appears to be the catch-
phrase — and commentators say these proposals are likely to 
lead to fundamental shifts in the role of the auditor.

so what do you think about proposed changes such as manda-
tory audit firm rotation, additional transparency about the audit 
process, and expanding auditor association with management 
disclosures outside of the financial statements? These are just 
a few of the topics that will be open for debate in Conversations 

about Audit Quality, a new blog hosted by eric Turner, CA, national 
practice area leader for audit and assurance at the CICA.

The blog is designed to keep pace with the improvements to 
audit quality that affect you — whether you are an auditor, a 
regulator, a preparer of financial statements, an audit committee 
member or investor, the CICA wants your input on how global 
changes could impact audits in Canada.

The articles are meant to initiate a discussion about audit-
quality developments by providing a brief overview of the current 
debates and resources to encourage members to provide their 
own views and opinions.

To check out or subscribe to Conversations about Audit 
Quality, go to the CICA website under Focus on Practice Areas, 
Audit & Assurance (www.cica.ca/caq).

Interested in audit issues? Join in the conversation 
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Change continues within the accounting profession

Well known as the best program of its kind in Canada, CICA’s 
In-Depth Tax Program is about to get a makeover. The 

changes that begin rolling out in September are intended to 
update and improve the quality of the program for students 
and enhance accountability and performance assurance for em- 
ployers. Rejuvenation of the program follows the recommenda-
tions of the October 2009 report of the Tax Education Task Force. 

“While preserving the curriculum’s successful mix of theo-
ry and on-the-job experience, we’re upgrading the program to 
respond to changing student needs and the rising complexity 
of tax practice,” says Vivian Leung, CA, CICA program director 
for tax education. “The new program will be more integrated 
and comprehensive, using a competency-based approach and 
delivering content at an appropriate pace for optimum learning 
using today’s learning technologies.”  

The new In-Depth Tax Program will feature an Orientation 
and Tax Research course for all new students entering into the 
program. The addition of this course will ensure the participants’ 
first exposure to the program is more focused and directional 
and establishes the standard for excellence for the remainder of 
the program. It will also teach students the tax research frame-
work they will be utilizing and strengthening throughout the 
balance of the program.

The new group study will utilize learning technologies to 
deliver e-learning self-study modules and allow for online dis-
cussions. This will be coupled with the traditional, in-person, 

facilitator-led discussions for an optimal learning experience. 
In-residence will still feature lectures and tutorial sessions, how- 
ever they will be redeveloped implementing pedagogical best 
practices. 

The new program will include self-assessments and knowl-
edge checks; participation evaluations and certificates will be 
granted to students upon successful completion of the course.

To allow adequate time for the more comprehensive cur-
riculum, the duration of the In-Depth Tax Program has been 
increased from the current two years to three. Research con-
ducted with students of the existing In-Depth Tax Program indi-
cated that the current program covers too much ground too fast.

The program will be introduced gradually over three years, 
beginning in September. 

More information about the new In-Depth Tax Program 
can be found on CICA’s Continuing Education’s Tax Courses 
Web Community, which includes a comprehensive overview 
of the new design for the In-Depth Tax courses; access to the 
Tax Education Task Force reports that first recommended the 
updates to the program; a helpful FAQ section; and, of course, 
information about how to register. 

“Throughout this summer we will be adding new resources 
to the site and providing news about our progress as we ramp up 
to launch Part 1 of the new In-Depth Tax Program in September 
2012,” says Leung.  

Employers and prospective students are encouraged to visit 
the CICA Tax Courses Web Community right away so they can 
stay informed and get the latest updates. Visit www.cpd.cica.
ca/incometax.cfm.

Launch of in-depth tax program

There is increasing external pressure on not-for-profit organiza-
tions to demonstrate accountability and transparency, accord-
ing to a new publication by the Canadian Institute of Chartered 
Accountants (CICA).

The publication, titled Improved Annual Reporting by Not-
For-Profit Organizations, was developed with the assistance of a 
working group of representatives from the sector who provided 
advice to the CICA’s Canadian Performance Reporting Board.  

“Stakeholders, including the general public, are taking a 
greater interest in the administration of organizations receiving 
donor dollars, tax benefits or government grants,” says Sara 
Oates, CA, working group chair and CFO for World Wildlife Fund 
Canada. “Donors, potential partners or other stakeholders want 
to make informed decisions.”

Many not-for-profits are already subject to reporting require-
ments such as the production of audited statements or manda-
tory reporting to funders. The CICA guide is intended to assist 
senior management and boards of directors of not-for-profit 
organizations in preparing high-quality annual reports that 
complement and supplement existing reporting requirements. 

“Annual reports should be part of an overall strategy to 

communicate with stakeholders and can help foster public 
trust and build community support,” says Chris Hicks, CA, CICA 
principal, guidance and support. “Effective annual reports can 
help build an organization’s reputation. They can make a case 
for support, and can be a key means of reaching new donors, 
partners and volunteers.”

The CICA publication outlines key principles for not-for-profit 
annual reports:
•  focus on the mission
•  tell the story
•  have a strategic perspective
•  account for stewardship
•  meet stakeholder needs
•  be fair and balanced

The guide notes that just as not-for-profit organizations 
vary widely in terms of size, complexity and resources, the 
appropriate level of detailed reporting will also vary. A series 
of questions that annual reports should answer are highlighted 
in the document.  

The publication is available online (www.cica.ca/not-for-
profit-guide).

CICA helping not-for-profit organizations improve annual reporting 
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Kevin Nye

Peter Jewett

The Accounting Standards Oversight Council (AcSOC) is pleased to 
announce the appointment of Kevin Nye as its Chair, and Peter Jewett 

as its Vice-Chair, effective April 1, 2012.

Mr. Nye is the Senior Vice President, Enterprise Risk Policy and 
Portfolio Management for Group Risk Management at Royal 
Bank of Canada. He has primary oversight of operational risk, 
risk capital, risk reporting, as well as portfolio methodology and 
measurement. Mr. Nye was Vice-Chair of AcSOC from 2010-
2012 and a Council member since 2005.

Mr. Jewett is the Chair of Tory’s Corporate and Capital Markets 
Practice, practicing corporate and securities law with an 
expertise in national and international mergers, as well as 
acquisitions and corporate fi nance. He has been an AcSOC 
member since 2010.

Accounting Standards Oversight Council

The Accounting Standards Oversight Council (AcSOC) is an 
independent, volunteer body established by the Canadian 
Institute of Chartered Accountants in 2000 to serve the public interest by overseeing 
and providing input on the activities of the Accounting Standards Board (AcSB), who 
set fi nancial reporting standards for profi t-oriented enterprises and  not-for-profi t 
organizations, and the Public Sector Accounting Board (PSAB), who set fi nancial 

reporting standards for governments and 
their organizations. AcSOC’s responsibilities 
include appointing AcSOC, AcSB and PSAB 
members. Reporting to the public and made 
up of representatives that include regulators, 
investors and other users, preparers and auditors 
of fi nancial reports, AcSOC brings a broad 
perspective to complex issues facing standard 
setters in both the private and public sector.
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Not unlike Kafka, many business  

professionals are drawn to writing fiction.  

Here are four published CAs who have 

anthony Bidulka says it was surreal. there he was last spring,  
settling into his seat on a long-haul flight to Singapore for a month-long  

vacation, when one of the attendants approached him. “Excuse me, but are 

you Anthony Bidulka, the author?” he asked. He had noticed Bidulka’s name 

on the manifest and gushed that he was a longtime fan of the author’s mys-

tery books, featuring the private detective Russell Quant. “Here I was, a small- 

city Prairie boy, somewhere over the Pacific and being recognized for being  a 

writer,” says Bidulka, a 49-year-old CA whose eighth Quant mystery, Dos Equis, 

is being released this month. Although the attention and adu- 

lation from the steward and other in-flight staff made him 

slightly uneasy, he admits the fuss was also gratifying. “It was 

thrilling to have experienced my ‘ta-da’ moment as a writ- 

er,” he says. The businessman-turned-writer had made it.

Pho tog raph  by  GreG  Huszar/Kl ixP ix

In 1999, Anthony  

Bidulka left E&Y  

(and his closet full of 

suits); now he pens 

novels popular with 

critics and readers 

 
the

By John Shoesmith
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It may surprise some readers to know that many business 
professionals have written notable works of fiction. Franz Kafka, 
for example, worked as an insurance agent for much of his life 
while he wrote such classics as The Metamorphosis and The Trial. 
The famed Japanese author Haruki Murakami owned and man-
aged a Tokyo jazz club in the 1970s and early 1980s before he 
turned to full-time fiction writing. So it’s not surprising that a 
number of Canadian CAs have the writing itch. Not all have been 
as successful as Bidulka, whose last Quant mystery, Date with a 
Sheesha, was the top fiction title by a Saskatchewan novelist for 
McNally Robinson Booksellers in Saskatoon in 2010. (The Quant 
series has also been optioned for television and film.) Others are 
just starting out, such as Teri Vlassopoulos, who began writing 
fiction in university and had her first book published in 2010 by 
a small Maritime publisher, while retired Alberta CA Graham 
Clews self-financed the publication of his three historical novels 
and a young-adult fantasy book. Meanwhile, Blanche Howard can 
be considered the grande dame of CA novelists: she had her first 
story published in the late 1950s and continues to write today, 
in her 80s. They all, however, share one trait: the desire to write. 

Desire is one thing — courage is another. Like any good ac-
countant, Bidulka weighed the risks of giving up his job as a 
corporate auditor in the Saskatoon office of Ernst & Young in the 
late 1990s to pursue a career as a full-time fiction writer. He’d be 
relinquishing a decade-long, and mostly satisfying, partner-track 

career — and he hadn’t published so much as a short story, let 
alone a novel. In fact, his history as a storyteller didn’t involve any 
writing as an adult, not even as a hobby. He did, however, entertain 
his nieces and nephews with stories and characters he conjured 
up when he was growing up in the tiny town of Prud’homme, 
Sask. (his high-school graduating class was all of six people), and 
wrote stories for high-school English class. Later he flirted with 
and drifted through a variety of career paths, beginning with 
optometry, which he studied for two years at the University of 
Saskatchewan, to social work to psychology to teaching. He even-
tually “settled down,” as he calls it, and landed at E&Y in 1991, 
receiving his CA designation in 1993. Still, he couldn’t shake the 
feeling that he had a book in him that needed to come out.

Every holiday season when he and his life partner would es- 
cape to a warmer clime to drink cold cocktails, soul search and 
reflect on their lives, a familiar lament would escape Bidulka’s 
lips: “I wish I had time to write,” he would say. “It’s one of the 
goals I failed at every year: carving out the necessary time to do 
creative writing,” he says. “With my work schedule, I just didn’t 
have the energy or time for it.” 

Nearing the end of the millennium, however, he was ap- 
proaching 40 (“a milestone age,” he says), which made his reflec-
tions on life and his future more poignant and immediate. “I said 
it aloud, that I want to write.” But not part time — rather, to quit 
his job and concentrate on making writing a full-time vocation. “I 
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knew I couldn’t do it half-heartedly, that I’d have to go all in, that 
it was all or nothing,” he says. His biggest fear was living a life of 
regret. Even if he failed at writing, he says, “I wanted to at least 
be able to say that I tried.” It was a scary but exciting moment. “It 
felt a little like skydiving.” He did have a parachute, though, or at 
least a secure safety net: a supportive and encouraging partner, 
as well as his CA and business background to fall back on if the 
writing didn’t pan out.

He gave notice at E&Y in January 1999, and within months 
he had left the firm — “and my closet full of suits,” he says. His 
last day was on a Friday in April, and he began writing the very 
next Monday. He felt just making it to his home office first thing 
that Monday morning and disciplining himself to write was  
a small personal success that he could build on.

Within a year he completed his first manuscript, a thriller 
called On the Eighth Day. While he had no pretense that he would 
be an overnight success — “I knew I would have to pay my dues,” 
he says — he was happy with the novel and started to shop it 
around. As he waited to hear from various publishers — that 
first novel still sits unpublished in his desk drawer — he began 
to write his second novel, a mystery featuring a gay Prairie ex-
cop turned private detective named Russell Quant.

With this second effort, entitled Amuse Bouche, Bidulka ad- 
hered to one of the oldest rules in the writing manual: write what 
you know. A longtime fan of mystery writers such as Robert B. 

Parker (who wrote the popular Spenser novels), he created the 
character Quant by drawing upon many of his own urbane sen-
sibilities and interests, including clothes, wine, food and travel. 
He also unabashedly set the work in Saskatoon. 

The formula worked. After finishing a draft, he answered 
a four-line ad in the Saskatchewan Writers’ Guild newsletter 
from an editor who was looking for interesting manuscripts to 
work with. She loved it and eventually brought it to the Toronto-
based publisher Insomniac Press, which published the novel 
in 2003. It received uniformly positive reviews and was short-
listed for an Arthur Ellis Award, which honours crime novels 
in Canada, for best first novel. Reviewers were quick to pick up 
on Bidulka’s natural, easy style — Quill & Quire magazine called 
it “an effervescent first novel that is much like the tasty French 
hors d’oeuvres from which it takes its name.”

But it was his second Quant mystery, Flight of Aquavit, which 
was published the following year, that secured his reputation. 
A finalist for the Saskatchewan Book Award’s Saskatoon Book 
of the Year, it also won the Lambda Literary Award for best gay 
men’s mystery, a prestigious US award that honours the finest 
work relevant to lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgendered content. 
Things changed from that point, says Bidulka. “That exposure 
to the US was huge. You simply need to be in that market to 
succeed as it comes down to a numbers game and books sold.”  
He was on his way as a writer.

blanche howard set the trail for successful ca novelists in the early ’70s. graham clews rediscovered his love for writing in retirement. teri Vlassopoulos tries to balance her day job with her writing
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Bidulka might stand as the current poster 
child for successful CA novelists, but Blanche 
Howard set the trail in the early 1970s when she 
published three novels back to back to back. Her 
first, The Manipulator — a Gothic morality tale 
that revolves around an ambitious architect who 
destroys friendships and disrupts marriages — 
was released by noted publisher McClelland & 
Stewart in 1973 and won the Canadian Booksellers’ 
Award. Although she had published a short story 
in Maclean’s in 1957, she didn’t write while working 
as a CA for Peat Marwick in BC’s Okanagan Valley. 
Howard began to write in earnest when she moved 
to Ottawa in 1968 when her husband was a newly 
elected MP in the Liberal government of Pierre 
Trudeau. She says it was a blessing to devote more 
time and energy to writing, particularly since she 
had stopped writing while holding a job and rais-
ing three children. “I just wasn’t able to maintain 
it,” reflects Howard, 88. Worse, she found that her 
job was dulling her creativity. “I found I was los-
ing the facility with words as I continued to work 
with numbers.” 

Early on, she brought what she feels were bad 
habits from her business career into her writing. 
For example, being a CA, the demands were to do 
the work as swiftly and efficiently as possible in 
order to bill it out quickly. But the best writing needs to be put 
away for a while to stew or percolate. “You need to be able to put 
fresh eyes on it after it has sat for a time,” she says. “Accounting 
and writing will often run counter to each other.” But, similar to 
Bidulka, Howard found her accounting experience helped with 
her discipline. “You can’t wait for inspiration; you usually have 
to just sit down and get to work.” 

She was fortunate in that her first three novels, between 1972 
and 1977, were sold to publishing firms. Unfortunately they 
weren’t big sellers, and her subsequent work “just missed the 
mark with publishers,” she says. “It was a pretty discouraging 
period for me.” She and her husband had moved back to North 
Vancouver in 1973, and she did some accounting work to help 
pay the bills. “The advice I give to most writers is to keep your 
day job,” she says. Even a book that’s considered a bestseller in 
Canada — sales of 5,000 copies — won’t secure much in the way 
of income. Her fifth book, Penelope’s Way, “sold really well,” she 
says, and included a second printing. “But that was still only 
about 2,500 books sold,” she says. One of her most successful 
works came out of her friendship with famed Canadian author 
Carol Shields when the pair cowrote A Celibate Season, which was 
published in 1991 and was picked up by publishers in the US, UK, 
China and Quebec. It was also adapted into a play and was a final-
ist in the Canadian National Theatre Playwriting competition. 
She also earned what she calls a “healthy five-figure advance” 
for her 2007 book, Memoir of Friendship, which consists of cor-
respondence between Howard and Shields. Still, “it hasn’t as yet 
earned back the advance,” she says. “That isn’t a problem for me 
but is perhaps for the publisher.” All in all, over a span of 35 years, 
she calls the money she’s made from writing “only a pittance.” 

Howard is currently working on a new novel, writing for at 
least one hour every morning and jotting down notes throughout 
the day. She admits literary fiction, which she brands her style, is 
largely out of vogue these days. “There are so many more demands 
on our time and there are fewer hours allocated for entertaining 
ourselves, and much of that time is taken with electronic devices, 
so fewer people are reading for pleasure,” she says. 

Even so, authors of literary fiction continue to get their work 
published, often finding a home at small press houses. That’s 
what happened to Teri Vlassopoulos, a 32-year-old Montreal CA 
whose collection of short fiction called Bats or Swallows was pub-
lished in 2010 by the small Halifax-based Invisible Publishing. 
The book received a number of positive reviews, including in 
Quill & Quire and The Montreal Gazette, and was shortlisted for 
the Danuta Gleed Award (for the best first collection of short 
fiction in the English language in Canada) and the ReLit Award 
(which acknowledges the best new work released by a Canadian 
independent publisher). In its jury comments, the Danuta Gleed 
panel wrote that Vlassopoulos’ stories, many of them coming-
of-age tales, “are told with grace, wit and a bold and original eye 
for detail,” adding that it was a “debut collection full of delights.”

Born and raised in Toronto, Vlassopoulos was always inter-
ested in writing, and as a teenager she created her own zine (a 
self-created, handmade, photocopied-and-stapled publication) 
that covered the Canadian independent music scene. She started 
to write fiction while studying commerce at the University of 
Toronto and followed up with some writing workshops. “I enjoyed 
the opportunity to write stories that could be critiqued, where 
I could get some positive feedback,” she says. She began to place 
stories in a variety of small literary publications and was short-

authorly advice

So you want to channel your inner Kafka and write — and potentially  
publish — your fiction? Writing is not easy, but these tips may  
help you along that creative path.

Join a writing class or workshop. “it provides some motivation and gives  
you a reason and excuse to write every week,” says teri vlassopoulos.  
it will also provide some valuable feedback.

Meet other writers. every province has a writer’s guild, says anthony  
Bidulka, and it doesn’t hurt to join. “you find out that it’s a tightly knit  
community and you can get to meet people who are dealing with  
the same worries and concerns about their writing,” he says. readings  
are another way to meet aspiring writers.

do your research. While writing is an art, publishing is a business,  
so use your ca knowledge. “you have to know what your product is in 
order to sell it to the right publisher,” says Bidulka.

Make the time. “if possible, try to sit down every day and get  
something down on paper,” says Blanche howard. “the words could  
be leaden, but you can’t always wait around for inspiration.  
eventually you’ll hit a spark.”                                        —JS 
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listed twice for THIS Magazine’s Great Canadian Literary Hunt 
prior to the publication of Bats or Swallows.

Now finishing her first novel, Vlassopoulos hopes her agent — 
found through a Humber School for Writers mentorship program 
she joined in 2006 — will be able to place it with a publisher. But 
she has no misconceptions about her writing career and recog-
nizes she’ll always need a paying job. (The advance she received 
for Bats or Swallows was modest: “less than a month’s salary,” she 
says.) She’s grateful for her CA designation, although she con-
cedes it is difficult for an accountant, or anyone with a day job, 
to find the time to write. In March 2007, after working at E&Y 
for five years (first in Toronto and then Montreal), she left her 
manager’s position because of the challenging hours — upward 
of 50 a week, including many evenings and weekends. She is 
now manager, accounting policies, at technology consultancy 
CGI in Montreal, which gives her more time and energy to write 
in the evenings and on weekends. It helps that her husband is a 
photographer, who understands the importance of carving out 
time for one’s art. And although it’s a dream of most writers to 
live off their creative work, her true goal is to find that perfect 
balance between her job and her writing. “While being able to 
write full time would be fantastic,” she says, “my working life 
directly informs my writing largely due to the experiences and 
different perspectives I gain while working.” 

For some fiction writers, the dream is simply to be published 
— and as retired CA Graham Clews discovered, there’s more 
than one way to fashion a happy ending. 
Like Bidulka, it was during a midlife cri-
sis in 1980 when Clews wrote Don’t Budge, 
a Second World War adventure novel. 
The manuscript tied for first place in the 
Search-For-a-New-Alberta-Novelist com-
petition, an annual award sponsored by 
the provincial government, after which 
publisher Doubleday Canada showed in- 
terest. It eventually turned down the man-
uscript and he gave up writing entirely 
for about 18 years. When Clews retired 
from the Canadian Army reserves at age 
55, he went back to his abandoned craft, 
writing a fantasy novel for young teens 
titled Jessica Jones and the Gates of Penseron. 
He then began a trilogy of books titled 
Eboracvm, which span the 35-year period 
around the founding of the English city 
of York by the Romans in AD 71. 

Still disillusioned by his earlier expe-
rience with the publishing industry, and 
after receiving a number of rejections 
from various publishers in the US and  
Canada, Clews decided to self-finance the 
publication of his current books through 
Trafford Publishing, formerly of Victoria, 
but now based in Bloomington, Ind. The 
company styles itself as the first compa-
ny to offer print-on-demand publishing, 
charging authors a fee of $549 up to a Gold 

Seal price of $12,999 (which includes full editing and production 
services, along with promises of full reviews from three of the 
foremost book-review magazines) to publish their books. “It’s an 
expensive hobby,” Clews says of his writing. While his books have 
sold in the hundreds (they’re available from his website as well 
as through online stores such as Chapters/Indigo and Barnes & 
Noble), he’s hoping to ramp up his marketing efforts, including 
a redesigned website, to get his books increased publicity. He’s 
also examining the possibility of having them offered as ebooks.

The business of book publishing is currently in a state of 
flux, although Bidulka says, “The industry has always been in 
something of a tumult.” But with the advent of ebooks and with 
retailers such as Amazon getting more involved in publishing as 
well as selling, it’s being turned completely on its head. Some are 
embracing the change, however. Howard, for example, eschewed 
the traditional route in 2010 and published a manuscript, titled 
Dreaming in a Digital World, as an ebook through her agent, 
Beverley Slopen. Although the book has received many hits, 
she admits it hasn’t done terribly well. 

But that hasn’t stopped Howard or others from continuing 
to write — for them, it’s a passion that refuses to die. “If you’re 
doing it for the love of it, then the battle has already been won,” 
says Bidulka. “It’s a very powerful and heady feeling.”

John Shoesmith is a Toronto-based writer and a librarian at the 
University of Toronto’s Thomas Fisher Rare Book Library
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Dear reader, rejoice and be glad. Mr. Snafu has unretired!!! 
Unprecedented numbers of letters from all corners of the globe asked, nay, demanded 

that Mr. Snafu come out of retirement to tackle a profound and pressing question. 

Worldwide Snafu fans, from presidents to poets, insist that only Mr. Snafu can an-

swer this question that is more formidable than Fermat’s Last Theorem. Even that 

venerable Pope of Physics, Stephen Hawking, took time off from his multifarious  

TV appearances and bestseller scribbling to consult briefly with Mr. Snafu on this 

historical and timely question. Here are two samples of the letters Mr. Snafu received:
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humour         financial predictions

i l lus t ra t ions  by  SETH

Doomsday

fact or fiction?       
 

It’s the end of the world as we know it. Or is it? 

Mr. Snafu returns armed with answers — and packing pills
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fact or fiction?       

Initially, when Mr. Snafu read all this stuff about 2012 written  
by various wackos, weirdos, New Agers, “evolved” people 
and assorted Oprah fanatics, he dismissed it as the detri-
tus of a decadent civilization populated by those with 
too much television time on their hands. But as the 
year approached, and he heard more and more 
about this supposed Mayan prediction, a certain 
interest, perhaps even excitement — certainly 
not nervousness, or unconscious fear as his 
wife suggested — began to tickle Mr. Snafu 
in that part of his mind that is curious. 

He decided to conduct thorough re-
search into the matter and spent a few in- 
tense weeks reading up on doomsday sce- 
narios. Is the sky going to fall in 2012? Is it 
the end of the world as we know it? The 
short answer is, no, and, possibly. After you 
crawl out from under your bed, dear reader, 
note that Mr. Snafu intends first to briefly 
discuss the dismissable doomsdays, before 
tackling the ends of the world that really matter.

Normal ends of the world

The world has been ending for a very long time. 
Really. No matter what religion you belong to — be it 
the contemporary universal religion of scientism  
or the others — doomsday is an ever-present part of  
the narrative. The “others,” especially Christianity, have 
been predicting the end for millennia. Very carefully forget-
ting that Jesus told them, “But of that day and hour knoweth

Dear Mr. Snafu,
What gives with 2012 and Mayan prophecies anyway? 
Will everything really go kaboom! at the end of this year 
or even before? You know this is busy tax season. I would 
just love to say, the hell with it, the world’s coming to an 
end so what’s the point? I’d go out and have fun — you 
know, wine, women, song, that sort of thing that isn’t 
normally associated with our tribe. Should I blow my re- 
tirement fund, cash in my RRSPs, sell my home, and run 
off to Rio to spend time on the beach with those naked 
beach bunnies I see every day on the internet? If the 
sky’s falling, should I moon my clients and take off like 
a rocket to Fun City to party till the end of time? Thanks 
for a quick response.
Wondering about it all in Wawa

Hey Snafu old pal,
I got your letter asking me to stop conning the gullible 
with my pronouncements on God and other matters that 
are well beyond my ken, but what the Hell, who cares 

what you think? You are just jealous that people care 
what I think. My books are doing well and raking in the 
moolah, while yours — well, what happened to yours? 
Oh right — they’re so far down in the remainders bin I 
forgot about them! 

I kinda agree with you that theoretical physics is a bit 
of a scam. But what should I do when idiot journalists 
kneel at my feet and ask all manner of stupid questions 
about things that have nothing to do with my area of 
expertise? The other day, someone came to me with a 
question that all my field equations could not predict — 
is 2012 the year the great Yellowstone underground vol-
cano will destroy the world? I have no freaking idea, and 
I am frightened out of my wits. I don’t want to die yet! 
Suppose God does exist and He is vengeful and mean 
like in the Old Testament? He’ll be pissed off at all the 
things I said! Please tell me that 2012 will not be the end 
of me and the end of all those television shows I flogged 
to the Discovery Channel at very good rates. 
SWH

Dear Wondering in Wawa and “SWH,”
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no man,” Christians have happily and copiously predicted 
doomsdays as if they were playing the weekly lottery. The early 
Christians of the first couple of centuries AD believed that Yeshua 
the Christos was coming back like, tomorrow, which may explain 
their eagerness to attend dinners in which the lions were the 
guests and they the meal. After a while, they had to accept that 
God was ignoring their predictions, and so they ceased — of 
course, the fact that they seized power in the Roman Empire 
under Emperor Constantine may have helped. You may not 
particularly desire the end of the world when you are the power 
that be and are enjoying the fruits thereof. 

While the turn of the first millennium AD provided Chris- 
tians with more opportunities to declare the date of doomsday, 
the year 999 also provided many unbelievers and skeptics in 
Europe the opportunity to purchase the homes and possessions 
of Christians who were selling all and flocking to Jerusalem to 
see the Prince of Peace in person during End Times. According to 
author Charles Mackay in Extraordinary Popular Delusions and the 
Madness of Crowds, the traveling Doomsday Pilgrims “were smit-
ten with terror as with a plague. Every phenomenon of nature 
filled them with alarm. A thunder-storm sent them all upon 
their knees in mid-march. It was the opinion that thunder was 
the voice of God, announcing the day of judgment.” Regrettably, 
this rather useful sort of hysteria has not been part of the 2012 
doomsday craze — the price of homes in many cities in Canada 
remains stubbornly and stupidly high, and there is sadly no 

evidence that any Christians or Mayan Calendar fanatics are 
planning to sell homes for a song. 

Scientific doomsday prognosticators do not fare any better at 
telling us when the world will end. They assure us for instance 
that our star, the sun, will burn for another one billion years at 
the same temperature, then in about five billion years will swell 
out into a giant fireball that will swallow the Earth, but as Gregg 
Easterbrook terrifyingly tells us in the January/February 2012 
issue of The Atlantic, our knowledge of the sun is “surprisingly 
rudimentary.” There is much we really don’t know. No wonder 
scientific predictions about solar storms and their effects on 
Earth have been abysmally inaccurate — in 2006, when US gov-
ernment scientists predicted that sunspots (magnetic regions on 
the surface of the sun) would be 50% stronger, they turned out 
to be the weakest they had been in a century. 

An asteroid or comet dinging Earth is another end-of-the-
world scenario in which Hollywood and the scientific commu-
nity have deviously collaborated to frighten yesterday’s dinner 
out of everybody (see movies Deep Impact or Armageddon). How-
ever, scientists have confidently told us not to worry because, 
unlike the religious, they make reliable predictions. Thus, 
they will see an asteroid well before it strikes Earth and will 
presumably take measures to divert it. Except that in 2002, an 
asteroid came very close to Earth, and scientists only saw it af-
ter it started to leave. But, dear reader, you great believer in sci-
ence, don’t scurry out from under your bed yet; we are not done.

Let us consider the Yellowstone Caldera, an underground 
super volcano, situated in the well-known national park in 

Wyoming, Montana and Idaho. Many Mayan Calen-
dar prognosticators get positively delirious with joy 

when discussing this scenario — there are high-
fives and fist bumps all round because they 

believe this is the one that will wipe the 
ironic smiles off the faces of skeptics. Yel-

lowstone National Park is the site of one 
of the largest underground volcanoes 

on the planet, one with the potential 
to sink the entire North American 
continent and cover the Earth with 
clouds of volcanic ash that will blot 
out the sun for months — a nucle-

ar-winter-like scenario that will 
kill off plants and animals galore. 

Depending on whom you ask, this 
volcano will erupt either this year 
or in the year 600,012 — the ex-
alted priesthood of science, with 
its vaunted “scientific methods,” 

predictive powers and unerring ac-
curacy, is strangely unable to give us a 

precise date. 
Still a believer?

   With a rapid roll of the eye — these 
doomsdays do not deserve more than that 

— let us dismiss the above dud scenarios and 
focus on more plausible sorts, such as the financial 

volcanoes rumbling under our feet.
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The real-deal doomsday end of the world
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Ever since the cataclysmic year of 2007, when the subprime 
mortgage crisis came to a head, the stock market crashed and 
financial contagion spread around the globe faster than the 
Spanish flu, the presses have been pouring out a tsunami 
of books and articles predicting the total, final and 
irrevocable collapse of the North American, and ulti-
mately world, economy. Many of these books have 
been poorly concealed efforts at printing money 
to assist the US Federal Reserve and other cen-
tral banks in keeping the world economy afloat. 
While such quantitative easing worked in many 
cases to inflate the bank accounts of the writers, 
our main concern is: should we be concerned? 
Is it time to purchase that pump-action shot-
gun, stock up on canned food and brace ourselves 
for the hordes of hungry and homeless that will 
emerge from a worldwide financial Armageddon? 

After frightening the bejesus out of himself by 
reading scores of the “financial sky is falling” books, 
Mr. Snafu has selected for your delectation the best 
— or perhaps the most entertaining — and interesting  
of these financial horror stories. 

One of the first prognosticators Mr. Snafu read is Harry S. 
Dent Jr., author of The Great Crash Ahead: Strategies for a World 
Turned Upside Down. Mr. Dent is a fascinating fellow! Because he 
bucks the trend of predictions about the US and world economy! 
It’s all punctuated with exclamation marks! To warn you that 
this is breathlessly important and terrible stuff! 

So while most of your run-of-the-mill financial and economic 
crystal-ball gazers, such as James Rickards in Currency Wars: the 
Making of the Next Global Crisis, predict hyperinflation due to 
the Fed’s printing of unprecedented quantities of dollars since 
2008, Mr. Dent goes quite the other way and predicts deflation. 
In other words, Mr. Dent expects the world to go down the eco-

nomic toilet very soon — he hedges his bets somewhat and 
says that it might be 2013 or 2014 — and there will be a long 
depression in which those who wisely hold cash will be kings. 
Mr. Dent predicts that “deflation is the only possible scenario 
in the decade ahead…much like the 1930s. Why? Because dele-
veraging and deflation always follow debt and asset bubbles, 
such as happened in the 1820s, 1860s and 1920s in the US and in 
the 1980s in Japan; there are no exceptions in modern history.” 
His main argument is that debt levels, both private and public, 
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have reached such astronomical highs that contraction is the  
only possible outcome as people and governments, not just in 
the US, but around the world, begin to tackle and pay down the 
debt. But what also distinguishes Mr. Dent from the others is 
his analysis of demographic information and how it applies to 
economies. He argues that the baby-boom generation has driven 
much of the growth and prosperity of the past 50 years. The finan-
cial needs of that extra-large and self-indulgent generation have 
begun to diminish, and they are now looking to pay off debts and 
save for retirement. (Mr. Snafu laughs nervously, pops a Valium 
and moves on to the next fortune-teller.)

In Currency Wars, Mr. Rickards, who “advises the US Depart- 
ment of Defense and the US intelligence community on global 
finance,” writes that there is a world currency war going on 
between Europe, China and the US. This war, he says, was de- 
clared when the Fed began printing trillions of dollars in 2008 
to offset a financial crash and the deflation that would follow. 
Mr. Rickards argues that the effects of this printing of dollars 
are worldwide: “It means higher inflation in China, higher food 
prices in Egypt and stock bubbles in Brazil. Printing money 
means that US debt is devalued so foreign creditors get paid 
back in cheaper dollars.” Mr. Rickards says there is a very real 
danger that the balancing act carried out by the Fed means the 
US economy “is resting on a knife’s edge between depression 
and hyperinflation.” Given the deep interconnections in today’s 
global economy, these stresses in the US will not just be local — 
any collapse will be global in effect. (Mr. Snafu surreptitiously 
swallows two Prozac capsules when he remembers that Canada 
is not just next door to the US, but that the US is also Canada’s 
largest trading partner.)

The most frightening aspect of things, Mr. Rickards contin-
ues, is that the citizens of the US are being squeezed by rents 
paid to the elite in the form of “taxes, bailout costs, mortgage 
frauds, usurious consumer rates and fees, deceptive derivatives, 
and bonuses. As citizens are crushed under the weight of this 
rent extraction, collapse grows more likely.” When he read this, 
despite the Valium and Prozac in his system (or perhaps because 
of them), Mr. Snafu punched the air repeatedly, very much like 
a sports star who has scored a goal or a championship-winning 
touchdown. For many years, Mr. Snafu has grumbled to Mrs. 
Snafu about some of these things in Canada. Mr. Snafu would 
also like to add cellphone contracts, utility contracts and other 
usurious forms of legal thievery that are stripping him of every 
penny of his hard-won pension. Thank you, Mr. Rickards. 

The common idea running through all these financial dooms-
day scenarios is that debt is dangerous, that it is a problem around 
the world, from little countries to big, and will eventually lead 
to financial disaster almost everywhere. And so where does 
one go to find the loudest and most alarmist Chicken Littles of 
debt? Why, the Internet of course. One of the most interesting of 

these is Porter Stansberry’s web presentation at www.stansberry 
research.com/pro/1103PSIREVVD/6PSIM629/PR. Mr. Stansberry 
is founder and managing director of Stansberry & Associates, a 
“Baltimore-based financial research firm.” Much of what Mr. 
Stansberry says basically repeats what others such as Mr. Dent 
and Mr. Rickards say, but at much higher decibels. This is under-
standable — at the end of a monologue that quite successfully 
frightens the Superscheisse out of everyone, Mr. Stansberry pres-
ents listeners and readers with a golden opportunity to purchase 
his research reports and newsletters aimed at helping his audi-
ence navigate its way through the coming Apocalypse. 

Mr. Stansberry predicts “with near 100% certainty” that the 
prices of milk, bread and gasoline will soar, that banks will 
close and credit cards will stop working. He says the US has been 
borrowing so much money that pretty soon the federal govern-
ment will not be able to pay even the interest on the loans. “Even 
if all US citizens were taxed 100% of their income … it would 
not be enough to balance the federal budget!” he quotes the Na-
tional Inflation Association as saying. What’s scariest about Mr. 
Stansberry’s view is that he uses real numbers from the Con-
gressional Budget Office to support his terrifying scenarios. 
He insists that neither the Republicans nor the Democrats can 
solve the debt problem because tax increases will not “make 
the smallest dent on the true size of [the US] debt.” Why? Be- 
cause doubling tax revenue — income tax: US$900 billion; 
corporate tax: US$200 billion — will not be enough to end the 
annual US deficit of US$1.3 trillion. (Heaven help us! Moving to 
rural Arkansas is starting to look mighty desirable to Mr. Snafu 
right now.) 

Of course, you, dear reader, may regard all of this as hogwash 
and worthy of no more than a scornful chuckle. Well, This Time 
is Different: Eight Centuries of Financial Folly is for you. Written by 
economists Carmen Reinhart and Kenneth Rogoff, and chock- 
full of supporting research tables and charts, it tells us that debt 
defaults and collapses are regular occurrences in history, and 
what is common to them is that the experts always think, “This 
time will be different. It cannot happen because we had taken 
necessary measures to prevent it.” In their own words, “What 
is certainly clear is that again and again, countries, banks, indi-
viduals, and firms take on excessive debt in good times without 
enough awareness of the risks that will follow when the inevi-
table recession hits. Many players in the global financial system 
often dig a debt hole far larger than they can reasonably expect 
to escape from.” (Where are my beta blockers? Mr. Snafu’s body 
is trembling uncontrollably! Oh Pfizer, take me away!)

OK. Maybe it is just the US. Maybe Canada is solid economi-
cally. We escaped the worst of the worldwide recession, didn’t 
we? We can ride out whatever happens, can’t we? Canada will 
be fine. Well, that’s not what CA and financial adviser David 
Trahair writes in his latest book, Crushing Debt: Why Canadians 

The US economy “is resting on a knife’s edge between depression

and hyperinflation,” writes James Rickards. The interconnection  

of today’s economy means any collapse will be global in effect 
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Should Drop Everything and Pay Off Debt. In what is perhaps the 
most readable and even entertaining of the books Mr. Snafu 
perused, Mr. Trahair lucidly shows the connection between 
personal behaviour and what happens in the greater world,
and how we should all be concerned about not just federal, pro-
vincial and municipal debt, but also Greek and US debt. Most 
importantly, he shows how the growth of household debt in 
Canada can lead to a banking crisis.

“Our credit levels directly impact the banks,” he writes. 
“They grant easy credit to us because it is good for their bottom 
line. We accept the credit and begin enjoying life. But if the lev-
el gets to the point where we can’t pay it 
back, we hit the wall financially and the 
party stops. If the party stops for enough 
of us, it then stops for the banks. The 
government then may have to step in. 
And we all end up losers.” He goes on to 
state: “We must also realize that all the 
countries in the world are intertwined 
economically. If a default happens in 
one country, any other country that re-
lies on it would be financially devas-
tated as well. When you think of the 
US, you have to realize that Canada is 
tied economically to its future. If the US
defaults, Canada will be devastated fi-
nancially because so many Canadian 
businesses and individuals are so depen-
dent on the US for their income.” 

After all this, dear reader, Mr. Snafu 
wouldn’t be surprised if you chewed off 
all trace of your fingernails. Having al-
ready accomplished that, Mr. Snafu him-
self pulled out what was left of his hair. 
He needed an antidote to stop the jitters. 
But just as he was getting ready to sell 
all his stock in Apple and kiss his cat 
Rabelais goodbye, the antidote appeared 
in the form of the book he read last: The 
Rational Optimist, by Matt Ridley. 

Mr. Ridley says that pessimists are 
more often wrong than right. Mr. Rid-
ley acknowledges that the world is in 
a period of deep economic pessimism. 
He also agrees that what he calls irra-
tional optimism and poor government 
housing and monetary policy created 
the current crisis. But he believes that 
“the world will pull out of the current 
crisis because of the way that markets in 
goods, services and ideas allow human 
beings to exchange and specialize hon-
estly for the betterment of all.” Hmmm. 
Do we detect a modern Dr. Pangloss 
here? Mr. Ridley does not think so. To 
find out why, you have to read this book 
that attempts to refute a host of pessi-

mistic ideas about the world. Mr. Snafu cannot do that here. 
He is exhausted.

So is 2012 the end of the world as we know it? Not even Mr. 
Snafu can answer that question. In 2011, in the special issue 
titled “The World in 2012,” The Economist tried to forecast what 
will happen. Zanny Minton Beddoes wrote, “2012 is in danger 
of standing out as a depressing turning-point. In 2012 avoidable 
errors will ensure that the Great Stagnation lasts for longer 
than it needs to.” But then, in the same issue, the following was 
written: “By early 2013, America could be ruled by President 
Rick Perry.” Enough said.
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When selling an owner-managed business a number of considerations 
need to be taken into account, tax being one

Successful sale

to the tax considerations that taxpayers and their advisers 
must assess, numerous other factors such as commercial, 
financial, regulatory and family matters must be consid-
ered. Tax minimization is usually a desired objective, but 
must be planned within the constraints imposed by the 
nontax aspects of the transaction. The development and 
selection of an effective structure must consider the con-
sequences to both the purchaser and seller. Accordingly, 
the transaction structure is often subject to negotiation 
between the transacting parties.

A fundamental consideration of virtually all business 
divestitures is whether to sell the tangible and intangible 
business assets or the shares of the corporation holding 
the assets. While traditional views have held that purchas-

ers prefer to buy assets while sellers favour share deals, 
changes to the tax landscape, such as the eligible dividend 
regime and lower corporate tax rates, may alter this view. 
In addition, it is possible to combine certain aspects of 
both asset and share sales to achieve a desirable result.

Integration — basic asset versus share sale
An often-cited advantage of a share sale is lower effective 
tax rates applicable to capital gains realized by the indi-
vidual seller, particularly where the $750,000 lifetime cap- 
ital gains exemption (CGE) is available. While the fore-
going is often true, a closer look at the consequences of 
selling the assets may be warranted.

It is notable that the tax cost of realizing capital gains 
through a Canadian-controlled private corporation (CCPC) 
(on a fully-distributed basis to recover additional refund-
able tax) is now minimal in most provinces. Thus, where 
an asset sale through a CCPC is expected to generate some 
capital gains, the tax cost (if any) of selling those particular 
assets as compared with selling the shares should not be 

chieving a successful business divestiture 

is among the most significant challenges 

faced by many business owners in Canada. The 

process and decisions are complex. In addition  
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material. In fact, an available general rate income pool (GRIP) in 
the vending corporation may permit capital gains to be distribut-
ed as eligible dividends, creating significant near-term tax savings 
on the distribution of sale proceeds to shareholders. Such savings 
arise from the fact that eligible dividends are generally taxed at  
a rate that is lower than the dividend refund rate of 33.33%.

Similarly, where an asset sale would involve a significant 
goodwill component, half the gain, assuming it is taxed at gener-
al business rates, should create a GRIP that may ultimately be dis-
tributed as eligible dividends. Where all the after-tax proceeds are 
distributed to shareholders, in some provinces the effective tax 
rate applicable closely approximates that of a share sale. When 
only the tax-free half of the goodwill proceeds are distributed to 
shareholders as a capital dividend and the remaining after-tax 
proceeds are retained in the corporation, a significant deferral 
of personal tax can be achieved. On such partially distributed 
basis, an effective tax rate that is substantially lower than on a 
share sale can be realized. However, where an asset sale would 
result in fully taxable income such as recapture, a share sale 
may result in significantly less tax. Nonetheless, dispositions 
of assets at the corporate level may provide tax deferral oppor-
tunities that are more valuable than overall tax savings. With 
numerous considerations applicable to each situation, detailed 
analyses and financial modelling are needed to appropriately 
compare alternatives. 

Another significant consideration is that additional proceeds 
may be negotiated on asset sales due to the additional tax shield 
acquired by the purchaser. Accordingly, it may be possible to 
realize more after-tax proceeds on an asset sale that effectively 
subsidize the additional tax liability. An asset-sale transaction 
can also simplify the purchaser’s tax due diligence as the exist-
ing operating company’s tax history largely doesn’t pass on to the 
buyer. However, the transfer of assets may be more cumbersome 
from a commercial perspective since various contracts and other 
agreements must be reviewed to determine, for example, whether 
they are transferable or if counterparty consents are required. 

Finally, GST/HST, PST and other taxes such as land transfer 
tax may vary considerably between different deal structures and 
should be factored into the analysis.

Utilization of safe income and other tax attributes
A common business disposition plan on a share sale is the “safe 
income” strip, which results in the reduction of capital gains 
through the payment of tax-free intercorporate “safe income” 
dividends prior to a share disposition. Such dividends are gen-
erally used to effect a reduction in the fair market value (in the 
case of actual dividends) or an increase in the adjusted cost base 
(ACB) (in the case of deemed dividends) of the target shares. 
Conceptually, at a high level the “safe income” of a corporation 
generally represents its tax-paid retained earnings. The compu-
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tation of “safe income” and the related provisions are complex, 
and can lead to an element of uncertainty. Accordingly, signifi-
cant upfront planning and computations are typically required 
to estimate “safe income” and address related technical issues. 

It should be noted that in the context of an asset sale, safe 
income retained or reinvested in the business should generally 
represent tax basis in assets. It may be possible to utilize such 
basis to effectively distribute proceeds between corporations on 
a tax-free basis. In addition, it may be possible to utilize available 
losses and other tax attributes to reduce or eliminate corporate- 
level tax on an asset sale. Where such losses or attributes have 
been funded by shareholders through loans or subscriptions for 
shares, the resulting basis may be used to facilitate the tax-free 
distribution of proceeds as either loan repayments or returns of 
paid-up capital. Furthermore, the value of tax attributes poten-
tially available to a purchaser may be leveraged to generate 
additional sale proceeds. On the other hand, such share or loan 
basis may be utilized to reduce capital gains on a share sale.

Hybrid structures
There are numerous variations on the 
basic share- and asset-sale structure. Some 
useful sell-side strategies involve hybrid 
structures that integrate aspects of both 
share and asset sales into the same trans-
action to achieve certain benefits of both.

One such structure may be implement-
ed to provide a partial step-up in the tax 
basis of assets acquired by the purchaser on a share purchase. 
A basic example of this strategy involves the transfer of target 
assets to a newly formed corporation (Newco) by the operating 
company (Opco). Utilizing an election under subsection 85(1) of 
the Income Tax Act, depreciable assets with latent recapture are 
transferred at their undepreciated capital cost, while assets such 
as goodwill are transferred for fair market value consideration. 
Newco is thereby provided with a step-up in tax cost of certain 
assets, while Opco realizes capital and goodwill gains that are 
50% nontaxable. The purchaser then buys the shares of Newco 
thus acquiring the target assets with partially stepped-up tax 
basis. Provided the shares of Newco are capital property, Opco 
should receive capital gains treatment. Section 54.2 of the act 
may provide greater certainty on the capital property determi-
nation. Opportunity then exists for Opco to pay tax-free capital 
dividends to its shareholders in respect of the nontaxable portions 
of goodwill and capital-gains proceeds. The capital gains should 
also give rise to refundable dividend tax on hand (RDTOH) that 
may be refunded upon payment of taxable dividends. Since the 
corporation will likely have a GRIP balance from prior earn-
ings and the taxable portion of the goodwill proceeds, it should 
be possible to pay a lower-rate-eligible dividend and recover the 
RDTOH at a higher corporate recovery rate.

An alternative structure may also be utilized to take advan-
tage of an available CGE, while placing the purchaser in essen-
tially the same position as in an asset deal. This strategy involves 
the shareholders of the corporation holding the target assets 

(Opco) undertaking a standard CGE crystallization by transfer-
ring a portion of their shares to a new holding company (Newco) 
on a taxable basis. The fair market value of shares transferred 
would have an inherent capital gain equal to their available 
CGE. Multiple shareholders may complete this planning with 
one Newco. The capital gains crystallization results in a tax-free 
step-up in basis of the target company shares acquired by the 
Newco, which are then redeemed in consideration for, say, work-
ing capital assets that have a fair market value equal to their ACB. 
A deemed dividend under subsection 84(3) of the act should occur 
on the redemption of the target shares since the paid-up capital 
of the Opco shares held by the Newco should be based on their 
original paid-up capital. The deemed dividend would generally 
be deductible under subsection 112(1) and not be subject to Part 
IV tax as long as Newco and Opco are connected corporations. 
In this regard, related corporations should meet the conditions 
for being connected by virtue of subsection 186(2). However, 
the stepped-up ACB of the Opco shares held by Newco should 
ensure that such deemed dividend does not result in the reduc-
tion of a capital gain to which subsection 55(2) might otherwise 

apply to recharacterize the deemed dividend as proceeds on 
the disposition of the shares and give rise to a capital gain. The 
crystallization also permits a disposition of the Newco shares 
to the purchaser for no gain, while the purchaser may then 
buy the remaining assets directly from Opco. To the extent the 
remaining assets include goodwill and nondepreciable capital 
property, the vending corporation should have additions to its 
RDTOH and capital-dividend accounts.

Although the latter strategy effectively results in tax-free 
distribution of corporate sale proceeds, a similar series of trans-
actions were successfully implemented in Geransky v. The Queen 
[2001 DTC 243 (TCC)]. The Crown was unsuccessful in invoking 
the application of the general anti-avoidance rule to the transac-
tions. Comments made by the Canada Revenue Agency at round 
table discussions at the 2002 and 2003 conferences of the Associa-
tion de planification fiscale et financière seem to indicate that 
CRA may accept similar planning. It is also arguable that the 
narrowing of dividend and capital gains tax rates resulting from 
the eligible dividend regime should reduce some concerns around 
surplus stripping involving nonexempt gains. Nevertheless, 
similar planning should be undertaken with the recognition that 
the facts of each case must first be examined relative to rules in 
the  act, current case law and administrative pronouncements.

Legislative developments affecting business divestitures
Tax on split income  A new potential planning trap exists due 
to the 2011 federal budget measures to extend the application 

GST/HST, PST and other taxes such as land transfer 

tax may vary considerably between different deal  

structures and should be factored into the analysis
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of the tax on split income (referred to as kiddie tax) to certain 
capital gains realized by minors. The amendments to section 
120.4 of the act were included in Bill C-13 (granted royal assent 
on December 15, 2011). Generally, the amendments will oper-
ate to apply the 29% kiddie tax to capital gains realized by, or 
included in, a minor’s income through a trust from the disposi-
tion of certain shares to a person with whom the minor doesn’t 
deal at arm’s-length. Affected capital gains will be deemed to be 
a taxable dividend received by the minor that isn’t an eligible 
dividend. However, the rules will not deem the corporation to 
have paid a dividend. The amendments apply to dispositions of 
shares other than shares of a class listed on a designated stock 
exchange or shares of a mutual fund corporation occurring on 
or after March 22, 2011.

The measures will affect internal tax reorganizations 
involving minors. In particular, many CGE crystallizations 
involving minors may be adversely impacted. Accordingly, busi-
ness disposition plans such as those discussed herein will need 
to consider these new measures. The amendment does not appear 
to have application when the shares held directly or indirectly by 
minors, including through a trust, are sold to an unrelated party.

Safe income strips  In a safe income strip, it is common to effect 
the payment of so-called “safe income” dividends through an 
increase in legal stated capital, which re-
sults in a deemed dividend under subsec-
tion 84(1) or a stock dividend to increase 
the ACB of the target shares using para-
graph 53(1)(b) or subsection 52(3). Pre-
vious proposed amendments to these pro-
visions released in 2006 created concerns 
because they would have precluded an 
increase to the ACB of the shares under 
certain circumstances. Fortunately, the 
July 16, 2010, legislative proposals clarify 
that the portion of such dividends attrib-
utable to safe income should increase the 
ACB of the shares. 

Restrictive covenants  In any business dis-
position, whether shares or assets, tax-
payers and their advisers should consid-
er the potential application of the pro-
posed rules in section 56.4 and proposed 
amendments to section 68. Although en-
tering into noncompetition agreements 
typically comes to mind, the proposed 
rules are drafted very broadly and may
have application to many types of ar-
rangements. However, the proposals also 
provide for certain joint elections that 
may be available to mitigate the default 
income treatment of amounts received 
or that would otherwise be deemed to 
be received in respect of restrictive cov-

enants. Consequently, a careful review of the relevant agree-
ments should be undertaken to determine if these rules may 
apply and if certain elections may be available that should be 
provided for in the purchase and sale agreement. 

Conclusion
Business divestiture planning can be complex, and related tax 
planning must take into account tax and nontax considerations. 
Fortunately, many tax plans can be adapted to achieve vary-
ing and competing objectives of purchaser and seller. Careful 
planning and comparison of alternatives is vital to identifying 
an optimal structure that can aid in negotiations by using tax 
minimization to bridge purchase-price gaps between buyers and 
sellers. Staying up to date on changes to the tax landscape is also 
key to the implementation of a successful sale plan.

Doron Barkai, CA, is a transaction tax partner at Ernst 
& Young LLP in Calgary. Beau Young, CA, is a transaction 
tax manager at Ernst & Young LLP in Calgary. Steve Landau, 
CA, is a transaction tax partner, Ernst & Young LLP 
in Toronto

Technical editor: Jay Hutchison, CA, tax managing partner, 
Canada, Ernst & Young LLP in Toronto 
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When there’s a suspicion of insurance fraud, don’t jump to  

conclusions. Let the facts lead you to the truth

Insuring the profits

stolen. Thieves had smashed a large hole in the build-
ing’s brick wall, likely with sledgehammers and pneu-
matic drills, and grabbed as much stock as they could. 
The heist took less than three minutes, according to the 
time sequence caught on the building’s security tapes.

None of that was suspicious by itself. What could not 
be overlooked, however, was the incredible similarity to 
a claim made by the same retailer a year earlier. In that 
incident, thieves had cut a hole in the exact same spot, 
which at the time was constructed with wood and a thin 
covering of aluminum siding. The warehouse was old and 
easy to break into. And the security was no more than  
a token effort.

The product loss that time was also several hundred 
thousand dollars. Following an investigation, the insurer 
paid the claim. A condition of the settlement required the 
retailer to reinforce the building, which it did by adding 
a thick layer of cement to the warehouse walls.

“Has lightning really struck twice? And in the exact 
same spot?” the insurer’s adjuster asked the retailer’s CFO 
as they discussed the latest claim. His tone was somewhat 
incredulous.

“I know how it could look,” the CFO said, “but I think 
it’s just a case of being targeted by the same people as 
before. That’s it. Nothing more.” The CFO added that 
his company had upgraded the physical building and 
enhanced the security systems, as set out in the previ-
ous settlement. 

“Where was the security guard?” the adjuster asked.
He was at the far end of the warehouse, the CFO ex- 
plained, having a cigarette just outside a back door. The 
guard didn’t hear the ruckus because he was listening 

to music on headphones. “He’s been fired,” 
the CFO added.

When the meeting ended, the adjuster 
said the claim was on hold until a thorough 
investigation could be completed. Part of the 
process, he said, would involve the insurer 
retaining a reputable forensic accountant, 
who would be tasked with determining the 
actual loss.

 “If you deny our claim we won’t be able to 
get insurance, not after the previous one,” the 
CFO said. The adjuster could see the genuine 
concern on the man’s face.

 “That’s not my... ” he was about to say 
“problem” but realized it would sound cold. 
“It’s not for me to decide. Let’s wait and see 
what emerges from the investigations.”

The forensic accountant, Elizabeth, and 
her well-seasoned team began work on the 
file a few days later. Elizabeth met with the 
CFO, who went out of his way to be nice and 
as seemingly helpful as possible. Several 
times he mentioned how hard it would be 
on the retailer if the claim were turned down 
for fraud. “We would be so terribly vulner-

he insurance claim looked suspicious. An elec-

tronics retailer had reported a break-in at its 

major warehouse. According to the retailer, several 

hundred thousand dollars’ worth of stock had been  
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able,” he said. “Imagine if they came back a third time and we 
couldn’t recover our loss. If you could possibly show them that 
no fraud took place,” he pleaded.

Elizabeth put her hand up to stop him right there. Although 
she felt some sympathy for the CFO, who was quite charming, 
she needed to explain her role.

“First of all, I’ve not been retained to conduct a fraud inves-
tigation,” she said. “The insurer can do that if it wants. My job 
is to assess what, if anything, has gone missing. You’re paying 
me but I’m not an advocate for you. I’ll report my findings, no 
matter what they are.”

 Determining her findings, she sensed, might not be an easy 
undertaking.

The retailer primarily dealt in small, expensive, popular 
items. The inventory moved in and out of the sprawling ware-
house on a regular and quick basis.

“You estimated your loss to be about $250,000,” she said to 
the CFO. “Where did that number come from?”

To answer the question, the CFO suggested the two visit the 
warehouse and inspect the location of the break-in. It had been 
shored up extensively (and the number of security guards at the 
warehouse had been tripled, with one post-
ed near the scene of the two crimes). Yellow 
police tape had been stretched along a large 
area that encompassed the break-in site.

The thieves, the CFO explained, had 
made a large enough hole for a small man 
to wriggle through. They had seen him and 
another small man do this on the retailer’s 
grainy security images. “Could be boys,” the CFO said. “Or girls,” 
Elizabeth added.

Once in, the thieves passed as many small items as they could 
through the hole to their accomplices. It was impressive just how 
much product could be removed this way in such a short time.

“How did they know where to make the hole?” Elizabeth 
asked.

“I guess they remembered from the last time,” the CFO said, 
a slight tinge of sarcasm in his voice.

“How did they know where to make the hole the first time?”
The CFO admitted he didn’t know. Nor did he proffer the 

obvious answer.
“The thieves knew the warehouse,” she said. “This area has 

the most expensive equipment, by far. There has to have been 
some inside knowledge. How many people would have access 
to this information?”

Quite a number, the CFO said. The warehouse employed about 
15 people. Apart from several supervisors and a warehouse man-
ager, the rest worked for little more than minimum wage and 
no benefits. The warehouse manager, he said, was a good, loyal 
employee but a bit of a taskmaster (Elizabeth would soon learn 
that he was an abrasive boss who belittled his crew and seemed 
to enjoy firing them or having them quit) and turnover was high. 
“Probably someone who was angry at us did this,” he suggested.

Elizabeth cautioned the CFO about jumping to conclusions. 
Her next question concerned the retailer’s management. How 
many of them knew the warehouse layout?

Everyone, the CFO said, but he took umbrage at the sugges-
tion that one could possibly be involved in the theft. “I know 
these people personally. You’re wasting your time. None of them 
would do this.”

It was a reaction Elizabeth had encountered many times 
before: an assumption, by management, that the lowest-paid 
employees conducted fraud and theft, never the senior, trusted 
personnel.

“Most major frauds are committed by people at the highest 
ranks of a company,” she said. “It’s good to keep a secure eye on 
warehouse employees, but the other should be trained on the 
people sitting around the boardroom tables.”

The question as to how the thieves knew where to hit was put 
aside for a while as Elizabeth concentrated on trying to determine 
how much had been stolen. The retailer’s inventory tracking 
system was, like its approach to security, barely adequate. She 
discovered not all orders were entered into the system. That came 
to light during a tour of the facility. Elizabeth noticed orders 
were stuck onto a bulletin board by the warehouse manager’s 
office. Upon questioning, he admitted he was often so busy, 
usually because he was short-staffed, that he didn’t have time to 

 make sure his entries were up-to-date. As a result, a significant 
portion of the missing inventory had not been entered into the 
retailer’s database. It was probably true, he confessed, that some 
orders never were entered.

Elizabeth interviewed employees and analyzed existing docu-
mentation, especially purchase orders, for the past five years. 
From the results, she determined how much inventory went in 
and out of the warehouse on a monthly basis. Some periods were 
obviously more active — the months leading up to the end-of-year 
holidays, for example — but, in general, the sales figures showed 
a consistent pattern, including a small but steady increase in 
revenue over the years. 

From her analysis, Elizabeth was able to ascertain how much 
inventory was in the warehouse at the time of the robbery. She 
compared that figure to the inventory count conducted the day 
after the break-in. Based on her findings, she prepared a report 
that placed the loss at a low of $175,000 and a high of $210,000.

After she had tabled her report, the adjuster asked if Elizabeth 
would attend a meeting with several members of the insurer’s 
investigative team. “We would like to retain you to determine, 
if you can, whether there is any evidence of fraud,” the insurer’s 
general counsel said. “You’ve been working on this for quite a 
while now and it only makes sense to have you expand the scope 
of your assignment.” Before Elizabeth could point out that she 
was conflicted because she’d been retained by the retailer, gen-
eral counsel told her the retailer had agreed to the arrangement.  
He showed her a letter from the CFO confirming what counsel 

“Most frauds are committed by people at the highest 

ranks. It’s good to keep an eye on warehouse employees, 

but the other should be on those at the boardroom tables”
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was saying. “We believe the forensic accountant is a fair, objec-
tive and highly competent professional,” the CFO had written. 
“Her appointment makes absolute sense to us.”

General counsel asked Elizabeth if she had any gut feelings 
about the case. “Based on what I saw, there was no obvious rea- 
son for the company to stage a robbery,” she said. “Its books, 
which we know may not be telling the entire truth, indicate 
they’re making a small, steady profit. They’re paying their bills 
and are doing a reasonable job collecting their receivables. Some 
suppliers are slow to pay but that’s happening in almost every 
business these days. I didn’t see any obvious signs of a company 
in crisis. And, if it was, why such a small, clumsy theft? Why 
not torch the place?”

Did she think it was an inside job?
To some degree, yes, she answered. It had to be. But the list 

of people who knew the warehouse layout was long. And many 
of them had a grudge against the retailer. 

“Why is that?” counsel asked.
Elizabeth told them about the warehouse manager. “He has a 

toxic personality,” she said. “From what I was told, he really seems 
to enjoy bullying the hourly employees, especially if they’re 
down on their luck.”

She had no reason to suspect him of any involvement in the 
robbery, however, as this had not been part of her original man-
date. Intuitively, she didn’t think he had anything to do with it, 
as he treated the warehouse as if it was his personal property.  
It was probably the one place in his life where he felt like a 
king, she sensed. It was unlikely he would  
damage it by smashing in a wall. He was 
mean and incompetent (he had resisted 
improving the security as he considered 
any changes to be a criticism of his com-
petency, and he did not take criticism well) 
but not a thief.

Elizabeth was not convinced she could 
determine by examining the books wheth-
er the retailer or a group of opportunis-
tic thieves had plotted the robbery. She 
thought there was another, less conven-
tional, way to solve the matter.

“I’d like to put a PI into the warehouse, 
as an hourly worker,” she said. “I know 
they need to hire people. We can take the 
CFO into our confidence to ensure our guy 
gets hired. It’s my experience that low-lev- 
el criminals can’t help but brag about their 
scams. By the way, we’ll need someone 
who can drink and hold a lot of booze. It’s 
over beers after work that tongues start 
wagging.”

“Can we trust the CFO?” she was asked. 
Elizabeth thought they could. The longer 
they had worked together on her report 
the more she believed him to be an open 
and honest person.

The plan was approved and put in place. 

Within two weeks of the PI joining the team, a drunk coworker 
let it slip one night at a bar that a former staffer, who detested the 
warehouse manager, had “got the last laugh.” When pressed he 
put a finger to his lips and would say nothing more.

Based on that remark an investigation was launched against 
the former worker. It was soon discovered he was part of a small 
group that was fencing stolen goods. A sting operation resulted 
in his arrest and the subsequent apprehension of the rest of the 
break-in team. During a plea agreement with the Crown, the 
accused said the retailer had no involvement in either robbery 
whatsoever.

The insurer settled fairly with the retailer, once again set-
ting out conditions for the insurance to be renewed. One was 
a rewriting of the job description for the warehouse manager 
and a change in the required academic and other credentials 
that made it impossible for the incumbent to retain his position. 

The CFO took Elizabeth to lunch to thank her for her work. He 
said when the insurer had first implied that the retailer had stolen 
from itself he thought there was no way to change its mind. “They 
seemed pretty convinced. But you convinced them otherwise.” 
That’s not what happened, Elizabeth replied. “The facts changed 
their mind. My job was to have a mind open to the facts.” At  
that they clinked glasses and enjoyed a fine meal together.
 
David Malamed, CA·IFA, CPA, CFF, CFE, CFI, is a partner  
in forensic accounting at Grant Thornton LLP in Toronto. He is 
also CAmagazine’s technical editor for Fraud
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Smart brand leaders recognize the strategic importance  
of trademarks and the need to protect them

On your mark, get set, register

it is often more than just a word. It can also be a design,  
a slogan, a label, a container, a sound, a colour, a flavour 
or even a fragrance. 

For public companies, share value is frequently cor-
related with brand stability. All businesses, regardless 
of size or sales, should protect their trademarks at the 
national as well as international levels.

Registering trademarks to mitigate risk
The best way to protect a brand is by registering the trade-
mark. The registration process and followup can be ardu-
ous and complex and may require the help of a trademark 
agent; however, registration will eliminate many risks  
for the business and provide many advantages.

A registered trademark grants its owner exclusive right 

of use across Canada for the goods and services described 
in the registration, even if the trademark is only used in 
certain regions or cities.

It allows the owner to assert its rights in the event 
of a dispute, as it is evidence of exclusive ownership. 
Neglecting to register a mark may lead to costly lawsuits to 
determine who has the right to use the mark in question. 

A registered trademark adopted in good faith becomes 
incontestable against attack on the ground of prior use 
after five years from the issue date of the certificate of 
registration. 

Registration also gives the owner peace of mind, as it 
can dissuade potential infringers. In fact, the examiner 
at the Trade-marks Register must refuse any trademark 
that causes confusion with those already on the register. 

Registered trademarks are listed in the Trade-marks 
Register and prevent a company in the same industry from 
adopting a mark identical or similar to one on the register.

A registered trademark is an important asset for any 
company looking to expand by granting licences and fran-
chises for use of the mark. A registered trademark gives  

oday’s visionaries understand that brands 

have a significant impact on a company’s sales.  

A brand is often a key element that allows a busi-

ness to set itself apart from its competition. And

T
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its owner a right of ownership and constitutes a basis for the sale 
of the related goodwill or for obtaining financing. 

Registration is valid for an initial period of 15 years. It can be 
renewed every 15 years thereafter for a fee. The owner of the mark 
is responsible for ensuring that the company contact informa-
tion is regularly updated in the Register of Trade-marks. Owners 
should be using a diligent trademark agent in order to ensure 
the agent sends them the registration renewal notice on time.

Implementation mechanisms
•  Trademark due diligence Once a trademark has been registered, 
a company should perform due diligence to ensure that all the 
marks being used are in fact listed in the Canadian Register of 
Trade-marks and other relevant registers in the world.

It is also crucial that companies update the list of goods and 
services described in the certificates of registration every time 
they develop new activities. Owners must use their trademarks 
on an ongoing basis in connection with all the goods and services 
stated in the certificate of registration, otherwise expungement 
proceedings may be instituted by a third party for nonuse.

•  Trademark-compliance policy Owners should 
adopt a trademark-compliance policy and 
determine what steps will be taken against 
infringement. They should also retain a 
trademark lawyer to send demand letters to 
infringers, initiate the seizure of infringing 
products and sue for damages. 

•  Trademark monitoring policy  Establishing a monitoring policy 
will enable owners to oppose any trademark published in Can- 
ada’s Trade-marks Journal that could cause confusion with their 
own mark. The time period allowed for opposition varies from 
country to country, but it is generally short and calls for the in- 
volvement of an expert. Subscribing to a national or international 
trademark monitoring service is also recommended if the busi-
ness is conducting business abroad.

Protecting trademarks abroad and implementing 
an international expansion plan
Trademark rights are territorial in scope. Even if Canada is sig-
natory to international treaties to protect intellectual property, 
companies need to apply for registration in all countries where 
they require trademark protection. 

Certain registration applications cover several countries, such 
as community trademark applications, which are intended for all 
European Union countries. Companies should determine which 
marks and countries are most important to them. 

A number of countries have adopted the International Clas- 
sification of Goods and Services under the Nice Agreement for 
the purposes of registering trademarks. The classification con-
sists of 45 classes of goods and services, with fees payable for each 
class at the time of filing. Companies should focus on their most 
important classes to control the costs of international expansion.

The registration application filing procedure also varies from 
one country to another and the intricacies of the procedure 

should be well understood. Certain countries adhere to a system 
that favours the first to register a brand over the first to use a 
brand. Registering a trademark in Canada could serve as a basis 
for obtaining registration in some countries, even if the owner 
is not yet using the mark in that country. 

Obtaining a certificate of registration can be a long process 
in some countries. As a result, companies should file trademark 
applications in those areas sooner rather than later. 

Some countries don’t grant usage rights for a trademark un- 
less it is registered in that country. In short, a company look-
ing to do business internationally should establish a brand-ex- 
pansion plan. 

Canadian-based companies operating outside Canada should 
monitor for trademark infringement internationally by subscrib-
ing to a worldwide trademark-monitoring service. The trademark 
owner must also develop a strategy to oppose trademark appli-
cations by third parties, sue for infringement, seize infringing 
goods or claim damages at the international level.

Implementing international expansion plan for domain names
Companies should register the domain name corresponding to its 

trademark. Every country has a top-level national domain (such 
as .ca for Canada), so companies should prepare a domain name 
expansion plan. Trademark owners can also use various online 
tools to locate any third-party use of their mark on the Internet.

Many national and international brand leaders recognize the 
strategic importance of trademarks and the need to protect them. 
A few examples include:
•  Dr Pepper Snapple Group, a leader in the beverage industry, 
has more than 50 brands and hundreds of flavours of beverages, 
including Dr Pepper, Crush, Clamato, Mott’s and Snapple. It not 
only protects its brands and taglines but also the bottle and pack-
aging designs, logos, characters and flavours;
•  multinational packaging and tissue-paper company Cascades 
protects its brands with trademarks, ranging from words and 
images on product packaging to personalized designs; and
•    at DAVIDsTEA, tea shops across Canada and the US, branding 
includes the overall “look and feel” of its stores and the predomi-
nant use of the teal colour in advertising and product packaging.

Companies need to consider their trademarks as one of their 
most important assets and take action to minimize the risks to 
which they are exposed. 

Lara Daniel is a trademark lawyer and partner at Lapointe 
Rosenstein Marchand Melançon, LLP in Montreal  

Technical editor: Yves Nadeau, CA, partner, RSM Richter 
Chamberland in Montreal
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After you’ve added value to your micro-entity audit clients’ 
efforts, reap rewards by making the audits more efficient

Unlocking the value, II

capital — then audit as efficiently as possible. It’s not 
rocket science, but it works.

Problems with the 20th-century pricing model 
Some professionals gauge their success by the total 
hours charged. The more hours charged and billed, the 
more they are rewarded. But does this classic model of 
audit pricing really make sense in today’s world of rapid 
change? This model builds in a bias for inefficiency as it 
implies that the more hours you work, the more you will 
be remunerated for your efforts.

The model does not reward you for working smarter 

— that is, working more efficiently and spending less 
time to achieve high-quality results. Under the tradi-
tional model — a firm estimates the costs of a practice, 
including partners’ profit and chargeable hours, and cal-
culates a rate per hour for each category of staff to attain 
the desired goal. Since rates are fixed for a period (i.e., a 
year), the only way to increase revenue is to increase the 
hours billed — if you work more efficiently, you will 
make less money unless you raise your hourly rate. But 
today’s reality includes advances in technology, helping 
you to maximize efficiencies and this reality makes the 
traditional pricing model obsolete. 

So how can you leverage today’s advances while main-
taining appropriate revenues? 

Entering the 21st century and recognizing 
the value of intellectual capital
Today, the world values intellectual capital far more than 

it did a generation ago. The information tech-
nology sector has blown the lid off traditional 
pricing models as intellectual capital is worth 
what people are willing to pay for it. 

However, once a product becomes commod- 
itized, pricing is dictated by production costs 
and the supplier with the lowest price wins 
the day. But if you offer a service that is not 
seen as a commodity, then you should be able 
to maintain your fee regardless of how much 
time you spend. The key is to add value to your 
micro-entity audit client’s endeavours (see 
CAmagazine, March, “Unlocking the value”). 
Once you’ve accomplished this, you can begin 
to reap more rewards by making your audits 
more efficient. 

Step 1 — Negotiate a fixed fee up front 
for micro-entity audits 
In many audits, last year’s fee acts as a bench-
mark for this year’s bill. However, if you are 
auditing a micro-entity for the first time, you 
cannot rely on last year’s fee as a guide. Either 
negotiate a price that is based on your estimate 
of time and a per-hour rate or use local or indus-
try norms to set your initial price. 

onsistently making an acceptable return on 

audits of your micro-entity clients is surpris-

ingly simple. All you need to do is quote a fixed fee 

that recognizes both your expertise and intellectual  

C
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By negotiating a set fee in advance, any efficiency introduced 
will benefit you by giving you more time to increase your client 
load, invest in making your audits more efficient, or enabling 
you to work fewer hours without a reduction in revenue. It is a 
given of course that quality work always come first. A fixed-fee 
engagement builds in the incentive to invest in audit efficiencies 
to reduce time spent and increase your bottom line.

Quote a fixed price for an audit. This comes with the proviso 
that if an unexpected problem occurs requiring significantly 
more time (a rare occurrence), then either the client will fix the 
underlying problem or the fee must be renegotiated before doing 
the unexpected work. 

As a result, the client is reassured there is a fixed ceiling for 
the audit fee, and you have a guaranteed recovery before you 
start. Any savings generated will accrue to the firm. This does 
not benefit just the auditor; clients appreciate efficient audits. 
Inefficient audits are painful for all concerned.

Step 2 — Make audits of micro-entities as efficient as possible
Make your micro-entity audits efficient and earn an excellent 
return on your intellectual capital with the following strategies:
•  Ensure the engagement is one you want 
before you start  Whether it is for a new or 
a long-standing client, ensure that the cli-
ent fits your firm’s risk profile and man-
agement is  able and willing to participate 
in making the audit as efficient as pos-
sible. Talk to the client before you start 
to test the waters.
•  Know your professional standards This will allow you to tailor 
your audit procedures so you do only necessary work. This is 
critical in a micro-entity audit where even a few unnecessary 
procedures can add a significant percentage to the total time 
required to complete the engagement. Time invested in read-
ing and applying professional standards effectively is time well 
spent, regardless of what field you practise in.
•  Specialize Doing audits of 20 clients in the same sector is much 
more efficient than doing audits of 20 clients in 20 different sec-
tors. Specialization gives you the leverage needed to minimize 
the time required to do an audit and limits your audit risk. If you 
are about to set off into unfamiliar territory, consider whether 
the return on the time you need to learn about the new area is 
worth the investment. 
•  Automate your audit engagement as much as possible For exam-
ple, you can automate file roll forwards, importing the cli-
ent’s year-end trial balance, documentation, analytical review, 
checklists, financial-statement drafting, correspondence and 
many other steps. While you have to be determined to auto-
mate and invest some time and money up front, the end payoff 
is significant.
•  Get the right staffing mix Generally, micro-entity audits are more 
efficient when senior staff members are in charge. They make 
communication much more direct and less time-consuming. 
The often minimal time needed to review senior staff’s work on 
low-risk engagements can also create an efficiency gain. To train 
students on micro-entity engagements, ensure they are closely 

supervised by seniors in order to minimize costs. Consider the 
engagement inefficiency resulting from using junior staff on 
micro-entity audits as a cost of training.
•  Do your fieldwork at your client’s place of business You can connect 
directly with your clients, improve the quality of your audit evi-
dence and reduce time on the engagement through focused work. 
Find a quiet space where distractions are minimal. Consider 
turning off your smartphone and limiting your time on the 
Internet while there.

Step 3 — Compare audit engagement profitability
To gauge the profitability of a micro-audit engagement when 
your goal is no longer to maximize the number of hours spent, 
calculate your estimated gross margin on each engagement. 
The estimated gross margin is an estimate of fees collected, less 
your variable costs — assumed to be largely direct staff costs.  
(Variable costs will mainly be the cost of all staff resources per 
hour. This is not in reference to a notional billing rate applied 
to staff, but the direct out-of-pocket cost of staff to the firm. 
The cost of partner time could be measured notionally as the 
minimum required take-home drawings divided by a partner’s 

expected billable hours for the year.) Using this measure lets 
you compare the profitability of different audit engagements 
and styles. 

Here are two staffing models for one engagement: spend 12 
hours on an audit of a micro-entity yourself or have staff spend 
24 hours on the engagement and spend three hours reviewing 
its work. 

If you have agreed on a fixed fee, you now have a way of com-
paring the profitability of the different approaches by calculating 
the cost of personnel for each approach. This measure is not the 
only factor in your decision to accept an engagement or not, 
but it does gauge relative profitability.

Pulling it all together
Maximizing your return on micro-entity audits starts with 
illustrating the value the audit adds to a client’s operations, fol-
lowed by negotiating a fixed fee in advance that recognizes the 
intellectual capital you bring to every engagement. This leaves 
you to focus on reducing your engagement costs wherever pos-
sible, enabling you to unlock the value of an audit for both you 
and your micro-entity clients.

Phil Cowperthwaite, FCA, is a partner of Toronto CA firm 
Cowperthwaite Mehta and a member of the IFAC’s Small and 
Medium Practices Committee

Technical editor: Ron Salole, vice-president, Standards, CICA
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price based on your estimate of time and a per-hour rate 

or use local or industry norms to set your initial price
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The effectiveness of a conceptual framework for financial 
reporting has been debated for years. And the revised CF is in

Contract theory

replacing the portions of their existing frameworks that 
deal with objectives of financial reporting and qualita-
tive characteristics.1 

Accountants have debated the effectiveness of a con-
ceptual framework for financial reporting for years.2 For 
example, the original FASB conceptual framework faced 
conflict between adherents to historical cost and to cur-
rent-value accounting, along with strong objections from 
those who believed that motivating managers’ steward-
ship is more important than de-
cision usefulness for investors, 
and these conflicts persist today. 

The trend in standard-set-
ting since the 1980s towards 
fair value has led to growing 
concerns about the reliability 
of fair-value numbers and their 
usefulness for holding managers accountable. Much of 
the criticism of fair-value accounting centres on a body 
of theory and evidence known as contract theory, which 
will be explained along with how it relates to financial 
reporting. Next, we examine changes in the updated CF 
through the lens of contract theory and offer some pro-
posals for further development of the CF deriving from 
the contract-theory view.

Contract theory studies the design and use of contracts 
to resolve tensions between parties with competing inter-
ests.3 Contracting settings worthy of study typically have 
either information asymmetry (one party knows more 
than the other) or moral hazard (one party can behave in 
a manner contrary to the wishes of the other) or both. The 
theory assumes that all parties behave rationally; that is, 
that they use all the information available and act in their 
own self-interest, including possibly opportunistically. 
Thus, one cannot simply assume that managers will act in 
the best interests of investors, nor in the best interests of 
lenders. In such settings, contracts provide a mechanism 
to generate the trust needed to bring the parties together. 

Contract theory is relevant to accounting because many 
contracts, for example borrowing contracts and managerial- 
compensation contracts, depend on financial statement 
information. Indeed, contract theory adherents argue that 
providing useful information for contracting is at least as 
important as providing it for valuation. 

In a corporate-borrowing setting, managers have in-
side information about the firm’s current performance 
and future opportunities. They can also take actions that 
could impair the lender’s security, such as paying excessive 
dividends. Lenders’ concerns about managers attempting 
to hide poor performance, take excessive risk or otherwise 
reduce the likelihood of repayment, lead them to demand 
protection against these possibilities. Debt covenants based 
on accounting numbers (e.g., minimum current ratio, 

 maximum debt-to-equity) provide lenders with an early  
warning device.

Like equity investors, lenders stand to lose if the firm 
approaches financial distress, but unlike shareholders, 
their gains are limited if the firm does exceptionally well. 
Thus lenders demand relevant downside information 
but are less interested in relevant upside information. 
Given the well-known tradeoff between relevance and 
reliability, this payoff asymmetry tilts lenders’ demands 
towards reliability, relative to equity investors. Reliability 
makes it more difficult for managers to manipulate debt-
covenant values. 

Also, lenders’ demands for relevant downside infor-
mation leads them to demand conservative accounting. 
Academics distinguish two sorts of conservatism: con-
ditional and unconditional. Conditional conservatism, 
also called impairment, is revaluation that reflects (i.e., is 
conditional on) an actual decline in an asset’s value or an 
increase in a liability’s value. Unconditional conservatism 
refers to accounting policies that accelerate expense or 
delay revenue, resulting in assets stated at less than their 

n 2010, the Financial Accounting Standards Board 

and International Accounting Standards Board 

jointly issued the first installment of a revised con-

ceptual framework (CF) for financial reporting, 
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expected value, or liabilities stated at more, such as immediate 
expensing of R&D and advertising. Conservative accounting  
increases the likelihood that the financial statements will pre- 
dict financial distress.4 

In a managerial compensation contract setting, sharehold-
ers typically cannot observe managers’ efforts directly. Conse-
quently, opportunistic managers may shirk on effort and cover 
up resulting poor performance. Various forms of corporate gov-
ernance, including accounting policies, help control this moral 
hazard problem. F. Gjesdal (1981) shows that, in theory, the best 
accounting policies to report on stewardship differ from the best 
policies to inform valuation.

Equity investors value reliable accounting policies for con-
tracts with managers for the same reason that lenders value 
them in debt contracts: they reduce managers’ ability to manip-
ulate reported amounts. Equity investors value conservatism for 
somewhat different reasons than lenders. They do not face asym-
metric payoffs but rather have concerns about managers’ motiva-
tion to overstate performance. Conservatism helps prevent over-
stated performance. Thus, contract theory emphasizes reliable 
and conservative accounting, such as stricter verification criteria 
for recognizing revenue than for recognizing expense, for assess- 
ing managers’ stewardship. 

What can contract theory tell us about useful accounting 
information? We compare the new joint CF with FASB’s corre-
sponding original chapters, SFAC 1 and 2, in areas suggested by 
contract theory. 

•  Reliability  SFAC 2 (Para. 62) describes the tradeoff between rele-
vance and reliability, with reliability encompassing verifiability, 
representational faithfulness, and neutrality. The joint CF omits 
the word reliability entirely, replacing it with representational 
faithfulness, now defined as “complete, neutral, and free from 
error.” In the process, the framework downgrades verifiability 
from a component of a primary quality to the secondary catego-
ry, “enhancing characteristic.” 

Perhaps the main area of difference between the contracting 
view and the joint CF is replacing reliability with representation-
al faithfulness and downgrading verifiability to an enhancing 
characteristic. Patricia O’Brien (2009) discusses how this change 
may smooth the way for more fair-value-oriented standards, de-
spite concerns about reliability. While fair-value standards may 
increase relevance, the low reliability of unverifiable fair values 
conflicts with lenders’ and investors’ need for trust. We believe 
that contract theory justifies a need for reliability, including 
verifiability, along with representational faithfulness. 
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•  Rationality  As mentioned, contract theory assumes all parties 
behave rationally. Consistent with this, SFAC 1 (Para. 34) defines 
the first objective of financial reporting as helping investors 
make rational investment decisions. The joint CF drops the term 
“rational,” possibly in response to theory and evidence from be-
havioural finance that questions average investor rationality. 

Many academics regard anomalies such as post-earnings-an-
nouncement drift (Victor Bernard and Jacob Thomas [1989]) as 
evidence against average investor rationality, because investors 
appear to make recurring errors in using available information. 
Other researchers, however, explain drift using rational inves-
tors’ learning (Alon Brav and J.B. Heaton [2002]), or by allowing 
for different skill levels among rational investors, e.g., sophisti-
cated versus ordinary investors (Franklin Allen, Stephen Morris, 
and Hyun Song Shin [2006]). Thus, the rationality of ordinary in-
vestors is unsettled in theory. Supporting nonrational decisions 
seems a pointless goal for accounting. We believe a rationality 
assumption is necessary to defining useful information. 

•  Stewardship Both frameworks view the primary objective of 
financial reporting as assisting investors’ decision-making; nei-
ther identifies stewardship as a separate objective. SFAC 1 explicit-
ly places stewardship within usefulness. The joint CF deliberately 
drops the term “stewardship,” claiming it is difficult to translate 
(Para. BC1.28). Nonetheless, the joint CF (Para. OB4) acknowl-
edges that investors need information about how “efficiently and  
effectively” management has used the firm’s resources. 

The CF could do more to indicate how to attain its steward-
ship objective. The frameworks tell us that the same general-pur- 
pose financial statements must inform investors and report on 
manager performance, while recognizing the impossibility, in 
practice, of separating the effects of chance from the effects of 
manager effort. For example, paragraph OB15 states, “Changes in 
an entity’s resources and claims result from that entity’s finan-
cial performance … and from other events... . Users need to distin-
guish between both of these changes.” We question the vague-
ness of “other events.” Do they include gains and losses that are 
low in persistence and informativeness, or are they confined to 
capital transactions (Para. OB21)? 

The contracting perspective focuses primarily on the income 
statement for evaluating manager performance. Such concepts 
as full disclosure, persistence and informativeness help to sepa-
rate management activity from chance. Accounting can facilitate 
investors’ ability to evaluate manager performance, if it helps 
them separate relatively uninformative unrealized valuation 
changes from earnings produced by replicable operating activity. 
To the extent that the joint CF moves standard-setting toward 
fair-valued balance sheets and income derived from balance 
sheet changes, without distinguishing between earning activity 
and passive revaluation, it ignores this contracting demand for 
reliable performance indicators. We would like to see the CF 
recommend more directly the information qualities that sup-
port stewardship uses. 

•  Conservatism Neither framework uses the distinction between 
conditional and unconditional conservatism. SFAC 2 (Para. 92-

94) finds a place for conservatism under conditions of uncer-
tainty. The board presumably meant conditional conservatism, 
since its examples involve re-evaluation of an existing asset. 
SFAC 2 (Para. 93) firmly rejects unconditional conservatism, 
saying, “Conservatism in financial reporting should no longer 
connote deliberate consistent understatement of net assets and 
profits.” In contrast, the joint CF is almost completely silent on 
the concept of conservatism. 

The boards’ position on conservatism is difficult to reconcile 
with standards that require immediate expensing of costs such 
as research and advertising or with impairment testing that is 
not mirrored by gains testing. Writing down important classes of 
assets, but not writing them up in response to fair-value changes, 
introduces a systematic downward bias to income statements 
cumulatively and to the balance sheet. As a result, the CF sup-
ports representational faithfulness at the line item level but not 
at the level of the financial statements. 

Given the importance of conservatism in contracting settings 
to mitigate asymmetries in lenders’ loss or in managers’ informa-
tion, along with its demonstrable role in current standards, the 
boards should consider that conservatism may in fact play a use-
ful role in financial reporting.

To conclude, the new CF omits the words reliability, rational-
ity, stewardship and conservatism, all of which contract theory 
justifies. In its introduction, the joint CF states it will be revised 
from time to time on the basis of experience. We hope this com-
mentary will be useful in any such revisions. 

Patricia C. O’Brien, PhD, is Ernst & Young professor, University of 
Waterloo. William R. Scott, PhD, is distinguished professor  
emeritus, University of Waterloo and adjunct professor, Queen’s 
University 

Technical editor: Karim Jamal, FCA, PhD, is the chair of the 
department of accounting, operations and information systems, 
School of Business, University of Alberta
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ACCOUNTING SERVICES

IFRS Implementation -� CA/MBA, 

based in west GTA, with 20+ years 

of industry experience is available 

for  freelance engagements 

including IFRS Implementation. 

If you require an experienced 

professional to complement your 

current staff, contact me. Per Diem, 

short or medium term. See www.

proclaimconsultants.com or call Carl 

at (905) 815-5431.

IFRS and Private Enterprise GAAP 

CA in the GTA with over 25 years of 

experience. Available for contract 

assignments including IFRS, PE 

GAAP and compliance. We address 

shortfalls in staff competencies 

or staff complement. See www.

glenidan.ca or call 416-262-6649.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

NORTH YORK CA firm is seeking a 

CA with 5 to 10 years of experience 

to manage a group of clients. 

Partnership prospects, exists in one 

or two years for the right candidate. 

Email: tavana@tavana.ca

PROFESSIONAL 
OPPORTUNITIES

Toronto CA Firm Looking to Grow -� 

 Two partner Toronto CA Firm wants 

to purchase an existing practice or 

block of accounts (audit, reviews, 

NTR, CDN & US tax) with gross billings 

of up to $500,000 in GTA. Great 

opportunity for sole practitioner 

looking to retire. Please reply to: 

expandingcas@bell.net.

Are you ready to sell your practice? 

 Contact Brannon Poe with Poe Group 

Advisors, an affiliate of Accounting 

Practice Sales, for a confidential 

discussion at: 1-888-246-0974 or via 

email at bpoe@poegroupadvisors.

com. Discover our unique 5-step 

process which is designed for 

simplicity and unequalled value. 

BUYERS - registration with us is simple 

and free via our website at www.

poegroupadvisors.com.

Burlington, ON – Small CA firm has 

excellent downtown main floor office 

space. Share expenses with view to LLP. 

Possible succession. Free parking, great 

location, reasonable cost, wonderful 

landlord / associate. Available May 

2012. Call 905-333-4000.

Multi-�Office Growing Accounting 

Firm wants to buy book of accounts 

$200k - $2M in GTA. Partners are 

great to work with and excel at client 

relations. Would like to meet you 

soon to discuss flexible options for 

succession. Call (905) 320-6241 or 

caroline@abc-astra.com

TORONTO CA practice with billings 

in excess of $800,000 is seeking a 

succession arrangement with a sole 

practitioner with a strong taxation 

background or a medium size 

accounting firm interested in a cash 

purchase arrangement; financing is 

available. Please reply to Box 629, 

CAmagazine.

Montreal CA, interested in purchasing 

list of client or participation (NTR, 

review, audit, tax) from accountant 

located in Montreal metropolitan 

region, transmission over short 

to medium term. Please reply to 

Carl Assef (514)907-1707 or info@

carlassef.ca. Replies received in 

strict confidence.

Poe Group Advisors Current 

Listings: 

Kitchener, ON - $160,000 

Fort McMurray, AB - $500,000 

Calgary, AB - $475,000 

Calgary, AB - $660,000 

Fort McMuray, AB - $495,000 

Alberta, South of  

Lloydminster - $645,000 

Northeast Alberta - $840,000 

Red Deer Vicinity, AB - $535,000 

Central Northern, AB - $135,000 

Port Hardy, BC - $315,000 

Southern Interior, BC - $717,000 

Visit www.PoeGroupAdvisors.com 

for more details.

TRAINING

Simply Accounting Training -� Sage 

Software approved & recommended 
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presented across Canada. Each course 
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  Out look   

where economics and politics meet

By Marcel côté 

The crux of the problem

must comply. Do you believe this company could be com-
petitive and offer quality services, even though the CEO 
has little control over the engineers’ work? This company 
would quickly go bankrupt. 

Now replace the word “engineer” by “doctor” and the 
situation described is one reflected in the thousand or so 
large hospitals in Canada. Organizing the work of doctors 
is the biggest cause of inefficiency in these institutions.

While the medical profession 
is proud of its origins in antiquity 
and its Hippocratic oath, it owes 
its current structures to profes-
sional corporations that emerged 
in the Middle Ages. Over the cen-
turies, medical knowledge has grown and the profession’s 
rules have evolved. However, the direct relationship 
between doctors and their patients has always been sac-
rosanct. Armed with extensive knowledge acquired from 
years of study, doctors attend to their patients on a one-
to-one basis, dispensing the benefits of their wisdom and 
experience.

With the advent of public healthcare 60 years ago, their 
work and their compensation were structured around 
specific, well-defined medical procedures, largely escap-
ing the influence of the modern organizational model 
built around teamwork, hierarchy and salary-based com-
pensation. Everyone has a boss in that model. But doc-
tors cling to their Middle-Ages-inspired “craft model,” 
practising their cottage-industry style of medicine on a 
fee-per-service basis. 

This approach may be acceptable in a front-line clinic, 
where most procedures stem from simple diagnoses. Even 
then, significant efficiencies could be achieved by adopt-
ing a modern organizational model, centred on patients 
instead of on physicians, where tasks would be assigned to 
the most competent, work would be specialized, salaries 

would replace fees and multidisciplinarity would be the 
norm, allowing a significant expanded role for clinical 
nurses, among other things.    

In a complex hospital setting, the traditional cottage-
industry approach of doctors is inadequate. And indeed, 
the work of 90% of the staff is structured along modern 
organizational lines. But the other 10%, the doctors, stick 
to a fee-per-service doctor-centric approach, imposing huge 
constraints to the efficient functioning of hospitals. Most 
medical procedures affecting a patient are tied to a doctor’s 
decision, according to a code hospital managers have little 
influence on. Simply put, that is an anachronism. 

Surprisingly, most doctors in hospitals are unaware 
of the dysfunctional impact their work model has on the 

rest of the hospital, making it difficult to align these two 
worlds. Massive distortions are introduced by this dual 
structure, especially regarding scheduling, job descrip-
tions and work planning. Because of the resulting com-
plexity, resources such as operating rooms and special-
ized staff are rarely used to full capacity. Waiting lists 
and overcrowding also stem largely from the inefficient 
work organization.

This situation is not unique to Canada. Practices are 
governed by doctor-centric rules in most countries. But  
something could be done to address the issue. A first step 
would be to incorporate modern theories of work organi-
zation in medical school curricula. The Canadian Medical 
Association could also start reflecting on the issue, namely 
the role of doctors in hospitals, their supervision, com-
pensation and the numerous privileges stemming from 
their doctor-centric approach to medicine. Until the role 
and compensation of doctors are in line with the complex 
activities of hospitals, these institutions will remain in-
efficient and continue to be rightfully criticized by users. 

Marcel Côté is founding partner, SECOR Consulting, Montreal

Most doctors are unaware of the dysfunctional impact 

their work model has on the rest of the hospital

magine a high-tech company with 1,000 employ-

ees. Of these 150 are engineers who are self-em-

ployed contractors, paid by the job under a national 

collective agreement with which the company

I
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an effective quality control system
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